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6562418 JUNKYARD PLANET: Travels in the Billion-Dollar Trash Trade. By Adam Minter. Illustrates the $500-billion industry that transforms garbage into gold—while also transforming our economy and environment. With un抓获ted access to the inside of the junk trade, Minter explains how America’s recyclables translate to massive profits for China and other rising nations. 284 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

Blu-ray 6572456 SIX DEGREES COULD CHANGE THE WORLD. By the year 2100, many scientists believe that the Earth’s average temperature could rise by as much as six degrees Celsius. In this compelling investigation, National Geographic leads a degree-by-degree journey to explore each rising degree could mean for the future of our people and planet. Narrated by Alec Baldwin. English SDH. 90 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

2807002 OUR ANGRY EARTH. By Isaac Asimov & P. Yohn. The authors are among the greatest science fiction writers who ever lived. They applied those skills to a careful survey of the state of Planet Earth and the probable effect of our carbon burning culture on it. Their clear-eyed call to action is as fresh and timely today as it was twenty-five years ago, when it was first published. 479 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

683888X LET THERE BE WATER: Israel’s Solution for a Water-Starved World. By Seth M. Siegel. Reveals the methods and techniques of the often offbeat inventors who enable Israel to lead the world on cutting edge water technology. An inspiring account of the vision and sacrifice by a nation and people that have made water security a top priority. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 337 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

6936482 KEEVERS OF THE TREES: A Guide to Re-Greening North America. By Ann Linnea. These stories of conservation, healing, action, and advocacy will inspire conservationists, students, activists, and nature lovers everywhere. Each of these fourteen people reveal the inspiration and organization behind their advocacy and how they have come to be shaped by the forests they are fighting to preserve. Illus. in color. 260 pages. Skyhorse. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

6297373 EARTHMASTERS: The Dawn of the Age of Climate Engineering. By Clive Hamilton. Controlling the earth’s climate system sounds like science fiction. But scientists, government agencies and businesses around the world are working on plans to do just that. Hamilton explores what we must do to prepare for the age of climate engineering. 247 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95

Save more titles at erhbc.com/673
**285007** HELLO, IS THIS PLANET EARTH? My View from the International Space Station. By Tim Peake. These stunning photographs capture the reality of the cosmos and the splendor of the planet we call home. Photographed by British astronaut Tim Peake, you’ll feel closer to our planet than you’ve ever been. 240 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00.

**$9.95**


**$19.95**

**5857961** FLYING SAUCERS AND SCIENCE: A Scientist Investigates the Mysteries of UFOs. By Stanton T. Friedman. Presents intriguing data from a number of large-scale scientific UFO studies that almost no one has discussed in detail. Deals with ‘why’ questions, offering reasons for a ‘fly-over-year’ reasons for aliens to come to Earth, and reasons for them not landing on the White House lawn. Photos. 317 pages. New Page Books. Paperback.

**$12.95**

**5891579** UNCONVENTIONAL FLYING OBJECTS: A Former NASA Scientist Explains How UFOs Really Work. By Paul H. Hill. In the early 1950s, Paul Hill, a well respected NASA scientist, had a UFO sighting. Soon after, he built the first flying platform and was able to duplicate the UFO’s flight and control maneuvers. Hill presents his findings and shows us that UFO’s don’t disobey, but obey the laws of physics. Illus. 429 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

**$9.95**


**$19.95**

**2829908** AMERICAN ECLIPSE: A Nation’s Epic Race to Catch the Shadow of the Moon and Win the Glory of the World. By David Baron. One July afternoon in 1878, a total solar eclipse cast the moon’s shadow over the American West. Offering a priceless glimpse of our solar system, some of the solar system’s most enduring riddles, this rare celestial event prompted scientists to brave the wild frontier in a grueling race to the Rocky Mountains. That epic story of ambition, failure and glory unfolds here. Illus. 330 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95.

**$6.95**

**2805855** DISASTERS IN SPACE: Tragic Stories from the US-Soviet Space Race. By Hermann Woydt. This volume records more than a dozen American and Soviet space disasters from 1967 to the present day. Presented are tragic and near-tragic missions such as NASA’s Gemini 6A and 7, Apollo 13, and the Challenger and Columbia space shuttle disasters, presented with transcripts of mission conversations and detailed timelines. Well illustrated, many in color. 144 pages. Schiffer.

**$16.95**

**6899544** ASTRONOMY PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR. Capturing an astounding array of astronomical phenomena, this landmark collection includes giant storm systems in Jupiter’s atmosphere, colorful wispy remnants of a supernova explosion and the dazzling green curtain of the northern lights. This expansive volume covers the first six years of the Astronomy Photographer of the Year competition. Fully illustrated in color. 287 pages. Firefly. 10x11½. Pub. at $39.95.

**$14.95**


**$18.95**

**6495087** VIEW FROM ABOVE: An Astronomer Photographs the World. By Terry Virts. A collection of fascinating and beautiful images, together with stories of what was going on in orbit on the International Space Station are presented in this encompassing volume. 304 pages. National Geographic. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00.

**$14.95**

**5974542** THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD—SO FAR: Why Are We Here? By Lawrence M. Krauss. Krauss makes it clear that the universe we experience isn’t designed for us—and that its existence is a cosmic accident. Provocative and challenging, this book is essential reading for anyone who wants a proper perspective on our origins and our possible future. Photos. 322 pages. Atria. Pub. at $22.00.

**$19.95**


**$19.95**


**$21.95**

**2808110** THREE TREATISES ON COPERNICAN THEORY. By Nicolaus Copernicus. Universally regarded as a founder of modern astronomy, Copernicus wrote in Latin, and his works were unavailable in English until the publication of this 1939 translation, republished here. This three-part collection consists of Commentariolus, M. L. Keckel’s The Letter Against Werner, and The Letter Against Wiclif. 211 pages. Paperbound.

**$4.95**

**2793350** SPACECRAFT: 100 Iconic Rockets, Shuttles, and Satellites That Put Us in Space. By G. De Chiarà & M.H. Gom. Presents a profusely illustrated, and authoritatively written collection of profiles depicting and describing the development, and deployment of these manned and unmanned spacecraft. This stunning volume shows it all—how we got there, and where we’re going. 224 pages. Voyageur. 9½x11. Pub. at $30.00.

**$21.95**

**6882051** APOLLO 8: The Thrilling Story of the First Mission to the Moon. By Jeffrey Kluger. From Mission Control to the astronauts’ first call home. Photographed by British astronaut Tim Peake, you’ll feel closer to our planet than you’ve ever been. 240 pages. Voyageur. 9½x11. Pub. at $30.00.

**$3.95**

**5567963** SMITHSONIAN UNIVERSE, REVISED: The Definitive Visual Guide. By Robert Dinwiddie et al. A new edition of the definitive visual guide to space. Updated in its breadth, it explores every aspect of the cosmos, from the Big Bang to planets in our Solar System and beyond. Detailed profiles, maps, and the newest images from space probes and telescopes give the ultimate tour of the Universe. Accessible and authoritative, this guide includes the newest images from great observatories and the most exciting recent discoveries in astronomy. 528 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $50.00.

**$34.95**


**$7.95**

**6877346** BINOCULAR HIGHLIGHTS, SECOND EDITION: 109 Celestial Sights for Binocular Users. By Gary Seronik. A guide to 109 different celestial sights, from softly glowing clouds of gas and dust to unusual stars, clusters, and vast star cities (galaxies), which are all visible in binoculars—and the author explains what to look for when choosing binoculars for star gazing. You don’t need fancy equipment to enjoy the wonders of the night sky. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Sky & Telescope. Spiralbound. Pub. at $22.95.

**$17.95**
Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology

**6853954 PROJECT GEMINI.** By Eugen Reichl. Discusses all the Project Gemini missions, including details on all craft and the astronauts involved. Includes superb color, archival images, cutaways and plans. 144 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

**6853862 PROJECT MERCURY.** By Eugen Reichl. Discusses all project Mercury missions including details on all craft and the astronauts involved. The volume also features superb color, archival images, cutaways and plans. 144 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

**6853848 PROJECT APOLLO: The Early Years, 1960-1967.** By Eugen Reichl. Covers the early years of the Apollo program, (1960-1967), still the most significant space effort in the history of mankind. In a very short time, NASA developed the mighty Saturn rockets, the Apollo spacecraft, and the Lunar lander. Well illus., some color. 144 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

**6854494 SATURN V: America's Rocket to the Moon.** By Eugen Reichl. Tells the gripping story of development, the launch of Saturn V in concise, detailed text, and features numerous high-quality color images, technical drawings and specification charts. Includes a detailed look at the Saturn V's design and construction and all 32 Apollo missions are discussed. 144 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

**2804974 HOW TO LIVE IN SPACE: Everything You Need to Know for the Not-So-Distant Future.** By Colin Stuart. This handy manual answers questions like: What’s it like to train to be an astronaut? How do you sleep in microgravity? How do you grow anything without water? And how long will the journey to Mars take? Full of all the essential information you need, it will equip you for life beyond our blue planet. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Smithsonian. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

**6992994 THE PRE-ASTRONAUTS: Manned Ballooning on the Threshold of Space.** By Craig Ryan. In the 1950s and early 1960s, a small fraternity of daring, brilliant men made the first exploratory trips into the upper stratosphere, reaching the edge of outer space in time capsules suspended beneath massive balloons. This study tells the story of these brave and tenacious men. Photos. 327 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99. $19.95

**6859503 PHOTOGRAPHING THE DEEP SKY: Images in Space and Time.** By Chris Baker. Takes the reader on a journey through space and time to the Deep Sky, far beyond our Solar System, in a journey spanning billions of light years. With a concise, clear discussion on the background of astronomical science, this is a volume to celebrate the beauty and fascination of space. 171 pages. White Owl. Pub. at $32.95. $24.95


**2807955 MARS: Making Contact.** By Rod Pyle. Traces 50 years of Mars exploration. With unparalleled access to NASA’s archives, the author illuminates each mission with photographs, schematics, maps, and personal anecdotes. Featuring first-hand accounts, as well as detailed information on all the main spacecraft involved, 128 pages. 9¾ x 11¾. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. $24.95

**6731473 2018 GUIDE TO THE NIGHT SKY.** By S. Dunlop & W. Tirion. A comprehensive month-by-month reference to the stars and constellations visible from North America in 2018, this practical guidebook is both an easy introduction to astronomy and a useful reference guide for stargazers. 96 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**2842742 YOUR PLACE IN THE UNIVERSE: Understanding Our Big, Messy Existence.** By Paul M. Sutter. How is the galaxy billions of light-years away connected to us? For anyone who has ever looked up at the stars and wondered how we humans on Earth fit into the big picture, this volume is an essential road map. An astrophysicist takes us on an exciting tour of a universe far larger than we can ever imagine. Color photos. 272 pages. A Prometheus. Pub. at $24.00. $17.95

**2816814 SPACE ATLAS, SECOND EDITION.** Mapping the Universe and Beyond. James Gunn. This stunningly illustrated volume captures it all—as spacecraft probe every dimension of our solar system, and astrophysicists tap into phenomena from the beginning of time, and our vision of the universe changes. The second edition includes a foreword by Buzz Aldrin, reflecting on 50 years of changing knowledge about the universe and the moon he walked on. 352 pages. National Geographic. 9¾ x 12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $37.95

**2791161 MOON: Art, Science, Culture.** By R. Massey & A. Loske. Presents a rich and curious history of the Moon, from its violent birth through to the thrilling story of the Space Race and current exploration efforts. It covers the many faces of the Moon and how they have shaped humanity’s existence. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. ILEX. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

**6750255 THE PRACTICAL ASTRONAUT, 2ND EDITION REVISED: Explore the Wonders of the Night Sky.** By W. Gater & A. Vamplew. This completely revised instruction handbook teaches you to recognize its features, and takes you from the basics of stargazing to the skills you need to become an accomplished amateur astronomer. Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**6752470 MAGNITUDE: The Scale of the Universe.** By K. Arcand & M. Wautzke. Takes us on an expansive journey to the limits of size, mass, distance, time, and temperature in our universe. From the infinitesimally small particle with an atom to the unethereal huge black hole in our galaxy, understanding magnitude in the extreme just requires the right tools to explore these concepts in a clear way. Well illus. in color. 162 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $27.99. $19.95

**2799855 FIRST FLEET: NASA’s Space Shuttle Program 1981-1986.** Photos by John A. Chakeres. These stunning images represent a unique time in the history of human spaceflight which was filled with excitement and optimism about the future of space travel. These images are majestic and symbolic and give the viewer a sense of what was required to fly such a complex piece of equipment. 12¼ x 12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $37.95

**2829789 OUT THERE: A Scientific Guide to Alien Life, Antimatter, and Human Space Travel (for the Cosmically Curious).** By Michael Wall. Covers questions beyond alien life, venturing into astronomy, physics, and the practical realities of what long-term life might be like for us mere humans in outer space, including the economic implications and the technology. 128 pages. Del Rey. 12¼ x 12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $37.95

**2798143 SPACETRAX: The History of Space Travel and Exploration.** By Colin Stuart. A comprehensive illustrated guide to the history of U.S. and international space exploration, both manned and unmanned, is a must-read for space buffs and everyone else intrigued by the history of scientific discovery. 400 pages. Smithsonian. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

**2818312 SPACETRAX: The Art, Science, and Reality of Working in Space.** By Gary Kitchmar & Todd Taylor. Takes the reader on a journey through the past, present, and future of space stations with informative text and striking images, that explore not only the spacecraft themselves, including their core modules and ferry/supply vessels, but also the exciting science and technology involved. 106½ x 11½. Pub. at $34.95. $26.55

**2816806 THE SMITHTONIAN HISTORY OF SPACE EXPLORATION: From the Ancient World to the Extraterrestrial Future.** By Roger D. Launius. This authoritative, illustrated guide to the history of U.S. and international space exploration, both manned and unmanned, is a must-read for space buffs and everyone else intrigued by the history of scientific discovery. 400 pages. Smithsonian. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95

**2817861 APOLLO TO THE MOON: A History in 50 Objects.** By Teasel Muir-Harmony. Collects the objects that portray the brilliant success of Apollo missions 50 years ago and how they have come to represent our aspirations for future space exploration. From an emergency survival kit to engine parts, from toys honoring astronauts to the camera that took the epic “Blue Marble” photograph, these 50 items illustrate this illustrious volume, 304 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $35.00. $26.55

By Michael J. Benton. Chronicles not the near灭绝 of all species, but a much greater event that took place before the Permian period 251 million years ago and at least 50 percent of life was destroyed. Illus. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $28.95

* 695197X DARWIN'S ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES: A Modern Rendition.

By Daniel D. Gean. Abridgment or a summary? Neither. This version of Charles Darwin’s most popular work may be best described as a “translation” for contemporary English readers. By removing the linguistic barriers, this edition aims to bring 21st century readers into closer contact with Darwin’s revolutionary ideas. 313 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $17.95

* 7166204 DINOSAURS WITHOUT BONES: Dinosaur Lives Revealed by Their Trace Fossils.

By Anthony J. Martin. 24 pages of color photos. 405 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

* 685382X PALEOZOIC FOSSILS.

By Bruce L. Stinchcomb. Explore the rich fossil record of the Paleozoic Era, from the Cambrian through the Permian periods, with 650 high quality color photos and detailed, highly readable text. It presents an invaluable resource for fossil hunters of all kinds, and for those who collect or trade fossils. 180 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


By Mark Stoneking. Groundbreaking work about how the extraction of DNA from ancient bones has profoundly changed our understanding of human prehistory. Reich describes with unprecedented clarity and detail how the human genome project provides all the information that a fertilized human egg needs to develop but also contains within it the history of our species. 335 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $28.95

* 6922797 WOOLLY: The True Story of the specimen that inspired the Ice Age.

By Ben Mezrich. A scintillating adventure involving a host of extraordinary people, including the intrepid fossil hunters who battle polar bears and extreme conditions in the name of science and other disciplines. A father and son team of Russian scientists working to turn a track of the Siberian tundra into a real-life Jurassic Park. 293 pages. Altra. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

* 6881196 ATLAS OF A LOST WORLD: Travels in the Andes and the Amazon.

By David Reich. The first account of a lost world far stranger than fiction. 174 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $23.95

* 582795X GIANTS OF THE LOST WORLD: Dinosaurs and Other Extinct Monsters of Supercontinent Pangea.

By Donald R. Prothero. A riveting history of the rich, engaging history of the dinosaurs and other intriguing animals that once roamed South America. From their evolution to their biology to their eventual discovery by naturalists and paleontologists. Prothero writes a compelling account of a lost world far stranger than fiction. 270 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $28.95

* 6859604 COSMOSAPIENS: Human Evolution from the Origin of the Universe. By John Hanks. Specialist scientific fields are developing at incredibly fast speeds, but what can they really tell us about how the universe began and how we as humans evolved? Hanks’s ambitious study merges scientific knowledge from multiple disciplines and evaluates the evidence about the origin and evolution of matter, consciousness, and mankind. Illus. 674 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $39.95

* 6890229 MAMMOTHS & MASTODONS OF THE ICE AGE.

By Adrian Lister. 128 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $29.95

* 6762433 THE ANCESTOR'S TALE, REVISED: A Pilgrimage to the Dawn of Evolution.

By R. Dawkins & Y. Wong. 32 pages of color photos. 771 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

* 6875076 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO DARWINISM AND INTELLIGENT DESIGN.

By Jonathan Wells. 235 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95

6740021 DINOSAURS WITHOUT BONES: Dinosaur Lives Revealed by Their Trace Fossils.

By Anthony J. Martin. 24 pages of color photos. 405 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95

* 6890229 MAMMOTHS & MASTODONS OF THE ICE AGE.

By Adrian Lister. 128 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $29.95

* 6724533 THE ANCESTOR'S TALE, REVISED: A Pilgrimage to the Dawn of Evolution.

By R. Dawkins & Y. Wong. 32 pages of color photos. 771 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

* 6875076 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO DARWINISM AND INTELLIGENT DESIGN.

By Jonathan Wells. 235 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95

6740021 DINOSAURS WITHOUT BONES: Dinosaur Lives Revealed by Their Trace Fossils.

By Anthony J. Martin. 24 pages of color photos. 405 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95


* 5739624 HUMANKIND.

By Alexander H. Harcourt. 16 pages of color photos. 324 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

* 6879241 RECONSTRUCTING THE SHARK: A Scientific Obsession and the Mavericks Who Solved the Mystery of a 270-Million-Year-Old Fish.


* 6858604 COSMOSAPIENS: Human Evolution from the Origin of the Universe. By John Hanks. Specialist scientific fields are developing at incredibly fast speeds, but what can they really tell us about how the universe began and how we as humans evolved? Hanks’s ambitious study merges scientific knowledge from multiple disciplines and evaluates the evidence about the origin and evolution of matter, consciousness, and mankind. Illus. 674 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $39.95

* 6890229 MAMMOTHS & MASTODONS OF THE ICE AGE.

By Adrian Lister. 128 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $29.95

* 6724533 THE ANCESTOR'S TALE, REVISED: A Pilgrimage to the Dawn of Evolution.

By R. Dawkins & Y. Wong. 32 pages of color photos. 771 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

* 6875076 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO DARWINISM AND INTELLIGENT DESIGN.

By Jonathan Wells. 235 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95

6740021 DINOSAURS WITHOUT BONES: Dinosaur Lives Revealed by Their Trace Fossils.

By Anthony J. Martin. 24 pages of color photos. 405 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95


* 5739624 HUMANKIND.

By Alexander H. Harcourt. 16 pages of color photos. 324 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

* 6879241 RECONSTRUCTING THE SHARK: A Scientific Obsession and the Mavericks Who Solved the Mystery of a 270-Million-Year-Old Fish.


See more titles at erhbc.com/673
Archaeology

2857774 GODS AND MORTALS AT OLYMPUS: Ancient Dion, City of Zeus. By Dimitrios Pandermalis. With Zeus Olympios as their principal deity, generations of royalty and their followers celebrated their dedication to the god with festivals, temples, statues and public offerings. This book highlights the finds of the last fifty years of archaeological excavations. Fully illus. in color, 160 pages. Osiris Foundation. 9½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

2885533 THE EGYPTIAN ORIGINS OF KING DAVID AND THE TEMPLE OF SOLOMON. By Ahmed Osman. Proposing that David was a genuine historical figure, Osman explores how David's identity may be radically different than what is described in religious texts. Drawing on recent archaeological, historical, and biblical evidence from Egypt, Osman shows that David lived in Thebes, Egypt, rather than Jerusalem and was in fact Pharaoh Tutmose II of the 18th Dynasty. Illus. 216 pages. Bear & Company, Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $13.95

2936114 RITUAL IN EARLY BRONZE AGE GRAVE GOODS. By Ann Woodward et al. This volume provides an extensive, and intensively illustrated overview of a large proportion of the grave goods from English burial sites, 578 pages. Oxbow, 8½x12. Pub. at $140.00 $21.95

DVD 6852092 MUMMIES ALIVE: Season 2. Widescreen. Mummys are everywhere, and they turned up everywhere in the world. Most are in astonishingly good condition, and all have good stories to tell. Discover their secrets as we conduct cutting-edge virtual autopsies to solve ancient medical cases and get unprecedented looks into lost civilizations. English SDH. Five hour on 2 DVDs. Smithsonian. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

6770541 MEDIEVAL CHILDHOOD: Archaeological Approaches. Ed. by D.M. Hadley & K.A. Hemer. The nine academic papers presented here give to broaden the recent focus of archaeological evidence for medieval children and childhood, and to offer new ways of exploring their lives and experiences. Illus., some color. 170 pages. Oxbow, Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $7.95

Paleontology & Evolution


6715303 HOW TO READ DARWIN. By Mark Ridley. 119 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $3.95

1866110 HUMAN URBANIZATION. By B. Cox & A. Cohen. Fully illus. in color, 203 pages. Wads. $15.95


6905254 THE LOST TOMB OF VIRACocha: Unlocking the Secrets of the Peruvian Pyramids. By Maurice Cotterell. Entwined within the lost long pyramids of Peru are the treasures encoded with secret mysteries. This book reveals Cotterell’s science that holds the key to reincarnation and human spiritual realization, with answers to the spiritual mysteries of life and death. Illus., some in color. 214 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $3.95

3644499 BLOOD OF THE CELTS: The New Ancestral Story. By Jean Manco. Brings together genetic, archaeological and linguistic evidence to address the often-debated question: who were the Celts? What peoples or cultural identities should that term describe? And did they in fact inhabit the British Isles before the Romans arrived? Well illus., some color. 340 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

2835932 THE MATERNALITY OF MAGIC. Ed. by C. Houbourk & N. Armitage. Features nine essays that address the value of the material record as a resource in investigating magical rituals, prayer practices, and popular beliefs. The chronological and geographical focus of the papers vary from prehistory to the present-day, including numerous interpretations of fossils and prehistoric objects in Europe, Africa, and the Americas. Illus. 184 pages. Oxbow. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $6.95

6696643 PERSIA AND THE WEST. By John Boardman. In this study, Boardman seeks to trace the sources of the homogeneous style of Persian court art and architecture in the sixth-century BC. He presents a record of the brilliant evolution of an artificial yet unified style, unmatched in history of art and architecture. Proportion Europe, and the Islamic World. Adults only. 295 illus. 255 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $60.00 $16.95

6770584 PICTURING THE BRONZE AGE, VOLUME 3: Swedish Rock Art Series. Ed. by Peter Pettersson. This third volume in a series of papers varies from prehistory to the present-day, including numerous interpretations of fossils and prehistoric objects in Europe, Africa, and the Americas. Illus. in color. 363 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $42.92 $29.95

6873693 THE FORMATION OF CHINESE CITIES. By Jonathan B. Losos. This book examines the early Chinese cities that were previously unknown, profoundly altering our understanding of early Chinese civilization. Eminent scholars present research and detailed studies of the most important collections of early Chinese manuscripts, Nonebiri vividly shows that the earliest Chinese books are more than just carriers of texts or samples of handwriting, they’re three-dimensional archaeological artifacts with fascinating stories to tell. Illus., some in color. 343 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $57.00 $37.95

2787990 GOD’S LIBRARY: The Archaeology of the Earliest Christian Manuscripts. By Breen, Angela. Through painstaking research and detailed studies of the most important collections of early Christian manuscripts, Nongbiri vividly shows that the earliest Christian books are more than just carriers of texts or samples of handwriting, they’re three-dimensional archaeological artifacts with fascinating stories to tell. Illus., some in color. 343 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $57.00 $37.95

6965040 THE TERRACOTTA WARRIORS: Exploring the Most Intriguing Puzzle in Chinese History. By Edward Burman. A history of the famous Terracotta Army in Xi’an, China. Exploring what we now know about it, what research is currently being done, and the story that surrounds its creation. This exciting study seeks to examine one of China’s most famous archaeological discoveries in light of recent findings. 24 pages of photos in color. 273 pages. Tibetan. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

3828464 ANGKOR AND THE KHMER CIVILIZATION. By M.D. Coe & D. Evans. This account brings to life the remarkable program of scientific exploration to present the results and implications of extensive aerial and ground surveys and airborne laser scanning. They have revealed entire cities that were previously unknown, profoundly transforming our understandings of the development of Angkor. Illus., many in color. 432 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

6796831 THE ROYAL TOMBS OF ANCIENT EGYPT. By Aidan Dodson. Charts the history of the burial places of the rulers of Egypt, from the very dawn of history down to and beyond the country’s absorption into the Roman Empire, three millennia later. Covers the full extent of royal tombs in the region, their construction, their contents, and the evidence for the death and burial of their occupants. 304 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/673
LIFE ON THE EDGE: The Coming of Age of Quantum Biology. By Edward O. Wilson. Offers a sweeping examination of the evolution and life's history. Quammen explains how scientific studies and evolution have brought startling recognitions about the tangled tree of life—including where humans fit upon it. 461 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00


THAT HOLDS THE KEY TO HUMAN AGING...AND WILL SOON LEAD TO PROLONGATION OF ALL CHILDREN TO COME. 657 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $30.00

INSIDE THE NEOLITHIC MIND: Consciousness, Cosmos and the Realm of the Gods. By D. Lewis-Williams & D. Pearce. Drawing on the latest research, the authors skillfully link material on human consciousness, imagery and religious concepts to propose a groundbreaking new theory about the origins of social complexity. How the birth of agriculture came about. Illus., same in color. 320 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

THE KINGDOM OF SPEECH. By Tom Wolfe. Wolfe makes the captivating, paradigm-shifting argument that speech's evolutionary power is responsible for humanity's complex societies and achievements. He examines the work of an anthropologist who studied an Amazonian tribe with a prehistoric level of speech and a society very different than our own. 186 pages. Brown. Pub. at $26.00

LIFE SCIENCE. By B. C. Venter. Read by Dick Hill. The story of one of the most fascinating and controversial figures in science today. In his riveting account, Venter tells of the unparalleled drama of the quest for the human genome, a tale that involves as much politics as science. Seventeen hours on 14 CDs. Tantor. Pub. at $39.99¢


Biology. By BenBella. Pub. at $28.00

AMAZONS: The Real Warrior Women of the Ancient World. By John Man. Following decades of new research and a series of groundbreaking archaeological discoveries, we now know the Amazonian princesses–not the powerful warrior queens did exist indeed. The author travels to the grasslands of Central Asia to discover the truth about these women whose lives have resonated over the centuries. 186 pages of photos. 301 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

THE KINGDOM OF SPEECH. By Tom Wolfe. Wolfe makes the captivating, paradigm-shifting argument that speech's evolutionary power is responsible for humanity's complex societies and achievements. He examines the work of an anthropologist who studied an Amazonian tribe with a prehistoric level of speech and a society very different than our own. 186 pages. Brown. Pub. at $26.00


LIFE ON THE EDGE: The Coming of Age of Quantum Biology. By B. C. Venter. The story of one of the most fascinating and controversial figures in science today. In his riveting account, Venter tells of the unparalleled drama of the quest for the human genome, a tale that involves as much politics as science. Seventeen hours on 14 CDs. Tantor. Pub. at $39.99¢
**Chemistry & Physics**

**6951988** **DOING PHYSICS, SECOND EDITION:** How Physicists Take Hold of the World. By Martin H. Krieger. Make concepts of physics easier to understand with this reader-friendly guide. Addressing some of the models and metaphors that physicists use to explain the physical world, Krieger describes the conceptual world of physics by focusing on the analogies of economics, anthropology, theater, carpentry, and machine tool design. 218 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  

**6695252** **THREE ROADS TO QUANTUM GRAVITY.** By Lee Smolin. Provides a concise and accessible overview of current attempts to reconcile two "classics"—Einstein's Theory of Relativity and Quantum Theory—in a final "theory of everything." This is the closest anyone has ever come to devising a completely new theory of space, time, and the universe to replace old ideas. 270 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  

**8262271** **IN PRAISE OF SIMPLE PHYSICS:** The Science and Mathematics Behind Everyday Questions. By Paul J. Nahin. A popular math and science writer presents a plethora of situations that explore the science and math behind the wonders of everyday life. Whether you simply have a personal interest in physics' influence in the world or you're an engineering and science student who wants to gain more physics knowledge to fill a complete scenario for you. 240 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

**2807327** **FURRY LOGIC:** The Physics of Animal Life. By M. Durrani & L. Kalaugh. Why do dogs snarl, while cats lap up water with a delicate flick of the tongue? How does a tiny turtle hatchling circle the entire North Atlantic before returning to the very beach where it hatched? Discover the ways that animals exploit physics to eat, drink, mate, and dodge death in their daily battle for survival. Illus., some in color. 304 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00  

**2828774** **THE QUANTUM LABYRINTH:** How Richard Feynman and John Wheeler Revolutionized Time and Reality. By Paul Halpern. In 1939, Feynman, a brilliant graduate of MIT, arrived in Woods Hole Office to report for duty as his teaching assistant, and a lifelong friendship was born. As inevitable as it is revealing, this work shows how Feynman's and Wheeler's remarkable teamwork ensured that quantum physics would never be the same again. Photos. 288 pages. Alfred. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  

**6817483** **THE STORY OF CHEMISTRY:** From the Periodic Table to Nanotechnology. By Anne Rooney. Traces the emergence of this science student who wants to gain more physics knowledge to fill a complete scenario for you. 240 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

**5829909** **BAYESIAN FIELD THEORY.** By Jorg C. Lemm. Long the province of mathematicians and statisticians, Bayesian methods are applied in this groundbreaking work to problems in cutting edge physics. Offers practical examples of Bayesian analysis as applied to artificial intelligence, and quantum theory. 411 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $78.00  

**6896731** **WE HAVE NO IDEA: A Guide to the Unknown Universe.** By J. Cham & D. Whiteson. This fully illustrated introduction to the biggest mysteries in physics also demystifies many complicated things we have struggled to understand and understand the world around and within them. But in the wake of these discoveries have come some immense problems, including pollution, climate change, and drug-resistant microbes. Why? Dilute realities left right and left not up and down? In this scintillating collection of essays, Holt explores the human mind, the cosmos, and the thinkers who have tried to encompass them. 469 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00  

**6718671** **CLASSICAL ELECTROMAGNETISM, SECOND EDITION.** By Jerrold Franklin. This text advances from the basic laws of electricity and magnetism to classical electromagnetics in a quantum world. Suitable for first year graduate students in physics who have taken an introductory course in quantum mechanics at the junior-senior level. 365 pages. Dover. 6½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95  

**5813972** **NOW: The Physics of Time.** By Richard A. Muller. The enigmatic concept of "now" has long bedeviled philosophers, priests, and physicists, who see time as somehow different from space. Richard A. Muller addresses the confounding principle, but he does more than poke holes in past ideas—he crafts his own revolutionary theory that makes testable predictions. 364 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95  

**6965296** **THROUGH TWO DOORS AT ONCE:** The Elegant Experiment That Captures the Enigma of Our Quantum Reality. By Anil Ananthaswamy. They've got their fingers crossed for a "double-slit" experiment and have used this to help them answer questions about the fabric of the universe. With his gifted elegance, Ananthaswamy travels the world and through history, down to the smallest scales of physical reality we have yet fashioned. 296 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.95  

**2863863** **THE PHYSICS OF STAR WARS:** The Science Behind a Galaxy Far, Far Away. By Patrick Johnson. While the galaxy may be far, far away, the physics behind the concepts in the Star Wars series is founded right here on Earth. The author引导s us to explore the power of the Force in the realms of quantum mechanics, learn the construction and function of light sabers, and much more. 254 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  

**2821148** **BLUFFER'S GUIDE TO THE QUANTUM UNIVERSE.** By Jack Kraeft. You can instantly acquire all the knowledge you need to pass as an expert in the world of quantum physics with the help of this pocket guide. You'll never again confuse a boson with a hadron, or a fermion with a meson, and you'll bask in the admiration of your fellow physicists. 128 pages. Haynes. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  

**283703X** **PHYSICS: Idiot's Guides as Easy as It Gets!** By P.V. Pandita & M. Wasser. Here's your guide to understanding the mysterious world of physics, from the get a primer on motion and how force, energy, and momentum affect it; a look at oscillation, wave motion, and the properties of sound and fluids; an introduction to temperature, heat, and thermodynamic processes; and much more. Illus. 340 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  

**2733730** **CHEMICAL ENGINEERING:** The Essential Reference. By Louis Theodore. A comprehensive authoritative chemical engineering reference, boiled down to principles and hands-on skills needed to solve real-world problems. Emphasizing a pragmatic approach, it delivers critical content in a convenient format and presents topics of importance to the chemical engineer of tomorrow. Illus. 473 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $99.00  

**6839436** **ATOM LAND:** A Guided Tour Through the Strange (and Impossibly Small) World of Particle Physics. By Jon Butterworth. A masterful and eloquent metaphor, Butterworth allows you to form to the forces that shape the universe: Electromagnetism is a highway system; the strong force, a railroad; the weak force an airline. But you may find that curiosity is the strongest force of all. 364 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $13.95  

**6805742** **WHAT IS REAL? The Unfinished Quest of Quantum Physics.** By Adam Becker. The predominant way of thinking about the meaning of quantum physics has been Danish physicist Niels Bohr’s Copenhagen interpretation. The author introduces us to the many brave researchers whose quest for truth has led them to challenge Bohr’s status quo. A gripping story of the pursuit for scientific truth, what ever the cost. 370 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00  

**6897150** **WHEN EINSTEIN WALKED WITH GODEL: Excursions to the Edge of Reason.** By Jim Holt. Does time exist? What is space? What is infinity? Why do mirrors reverse left and right but not up and down? In this scintillating collection of essays, Holt explores the human mind, the cosmos, and the thinkers who have tried to encompass them. 430 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.95  

**6718671** **CLASSICAL ELECTROMAGNETISM, SECOND EDITION.** By Jerrold Franklin. This text advances from the basic laws of electricity and magnetism to classical electromagnetism in a quantum world. Suitable for first year graduate students in physics who have taken an introductory course in quantum mechanics at the junior-senior level. 365 pages. Dover. 6½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95  

**5813972** **NOW: The Physics of Time.** By Richard A. Muller. The enigmatic concept of "now" has long bedeviled philosophers, priests, and physicists, who see time as somehow different from space. Richard A. Muller addresses the confounding principle, but he does more than poke holes in past ideas—he crafts his own revolutionary theory that makes testable predictions. 364 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95  

**6965296** **THROUGH TWO DOORS AT ONCE:** The Elegant Experiment That Captures the Enigma of Our Quantum Reality. By Anil Ananthaswamy. They've got their fingers crossed for a "double-slit" experiment and have used this to help them answer questions about the fabric of the universe. With his gifted elegance, Ananthaswamy travels the world and through history, down to the smallest scales of physical reality we have yet fashioned. 296 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.95  
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**Social Science**

69318X TALES OF TWO AMERICAS: Stories of Inequality in a Divided Nation. Ed. by John Freeman. Thirty-six contemporary writers look backwards and forwards to the roots of the many troubles to which they feel like to live in this divided nation. Essay authors include Rebecca Solnit, Héctor Tobar, Joyce Carol Oates, Edwidge Danticat, Richard Russo, Karen Russell, and many more. 370 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

$13.95

2S58164 OUR AMERICA: Life and Death on the South Side of Chicago. By LeAlan Jones et al. The authors have made it their mission to be loud voices from one of the country’s darkest places. Their account evokes the unforgiving world of these two amazing young men, and their struggle to survive unrelenting tragedy. Their stories will grab your attention and break your heart. Illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

$4.95

5948456 THE END OF ABSENCE: Reclaiming What We’ve Lost in a World of Constant Connection. By Michael Harris. Amid all the changes we’re experiencing, the most interesting is the one that is more pervasive, fiercer, and hardest to grasp. That is the end of absence, the loss of slack. The daydreaming silences in our lives are filled, the burning silences are extinguished. Today’s greatest commodity is to be alone with your own thoughts. 243 pages. Current. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

$4.95

6953689 WEAPONS OF MATH DESTRUCTION. By Cathy O’Neil. Reveals the models being used today in this age of algorithms, are opaque, unregulated, and uncontestable, even when they’re wrong. Most troubling of all, they reinforce discrimination. Welcome to the dark side of big data. O’Neil exposes the black box models that shape our future as individuals and as a society. 260 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00

$9.95

1478357 MURPHY’S BOY. By Torey Hayden. When Hayden first met fifteen year old Kevin, he hadn’t spoken a word in eight years. Considered hopeless, Hayden refused to accept Kevin’s situation. She tells the story of the shocking, violent history and terrible secret that an unfeeling bureaucracy had simply filled away, and the devastating impact that getting Kevin free. 412 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

$3.95


$9.95


$5.95

2S83036 HOW WE TALK: The Inner Workings of Conversation. By N.J. Enfield. Whether you’re speaking to your boss, your spouse, or the clerk at a cash register, language is about more than just language—it’s about cooperation. This fascinating analysis revolutionizes our understanding of conversation and in the process, Enfield reveals what makes language universally and uniquely human. 332 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $27.00

$9.95

2S81558 FIRE IN THE ASHES: Twenty-Five Years Among the Poorest Children in America. By Jonathan Kozol. In this powerful and culminating work about a group of inner city children he has known for many years, the author returns to the scene of his previous prize winning works, and to the children he has vividly portrayed, to share with us their fascinating journeys and unspoken stories, as they grow into adulthood. 354 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$4.95

2S82539 TOXIC CHARITY. By Robert D. Lupton. Shows how to start serving needy and impoverished members of our communities in a way that will lead to lasting, real-world change, and provides proven new models for charitable groups who want to help—not sabotage—those in need. 191 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

6932541 WHITE FRAGILITY: Why It’s So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism. By Robin DiAngelo. The author illuminates the defensive moves that white people make when challenged racially. This in depth examination explores how white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we can do to end it. More constructively. 169 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$11.95


$5.95
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*6759564 SEX RULES! Astonishing Sexual Practices and Gender Roles Around the World. By Janice Zamo Brodman. Pulls back the curtains on a dizzying array of funny stereotype busting sexual, religious, and cultural practices from around the world. The fact that it’s all true makes it even more fascinating. It will expand your tolerance, proving sex is like happiness–universally sought but somehow enjoyed. Illus. 271 pages. Mango

$12.95
★ 6876870 WABI SABI: The Japanese Art of Impe rience. By Andrew Juniper. Wabi Sabi describes a traditional Japanese aesthetic sensibility based on a perception of the impermanent beauty of the physical world. With its focus on the delicate subtleties, objects, effects, and environments of the natural world, wabi sabi provides an optimistic approach to the appreciation of both beauty and life itself. 166 pages. Tutte. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 277193 A VOICE FROM THE SOUTH. By Anna Julia Cooper. Republication of the work first published in 1892. A cornerstone of black feminist and political theory, this collection of essays focuses on racial progress and women’s rights. Topics include the importance of women’s education as well as African Americans’ economic role and their social function. 14 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95


★ 6945619 WHY ARE ALL THE BLACK KIDS SITTING TOGETHER IN THE CAFETERIA? REVISED: And Other Conversations About Race. By Beverly Daniel Tatum. A renowned authority on the psychology of racism argues that straight talk about our racial identities is essential if we are serious about enabling communication across racial and ethnic divides. This fully revised and updated edition is essential reading for anyone serious about enabling communication across racial and ethnic divides. 453 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $17.95

★ 655699X THE HISTORY OF WHITE PEOPLE. By Neil Irishvinle. Offers a mind-expanding and myth-destroying exploration of notions of white race, beginning in Greek and Roman antiquity, when the concept of race did not exist. Not until the 18th century did an obsession with whiteness flourish, with the German invention of the notion of Caucasian beauty. Photos. 496 pages. Porton. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


★ 2836106 RESIST NOT EVIL. By Clarence S. Darrow. First published in 1922, and reprinted in 1968 by The Library of the outstanding defense lawyers of his time, it throws light on the development from traditional nonresistance to reform-oriented pacifism, and provides a measure of Darrow’s 185 pages. Patterson Smith. $6.95

★ 2849150 IT’S ALL CHINESE TO ME: An Overview of Culture & Etiquette in China. By Mitchell Duneier. Traces the idea of the ghetto from its beginnings in the sixteenth century and its revival by the Nazis to the present. New and revised, this book links key thinkers and activists who tried to understand and change the ghettos—while the reader on inward journeys that explore immigration, literature, fear of death, and threesomes. 226 pages. Restless. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

★ 2808870 GHETTO: The Invention of a Place, the Idea of an Idea. By Mitchell Duneier. Places the idea of the ghetto from its beginnings in the sixteenth century and its revival by the Nazis to the present. Using new and forgotten sources, Duneier introduces us to the pioneers who tried to understand the ghettos. 207 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

★ 278338X ATTACK OF THE 50 FT. WOMEN: How Gender Equality Can Save the World! By Catherine Mayer. Harnessing insights gleaned from her hands-on political experience together with global research and field interviews, Mayer offers her view on the biggest questions of our age. Mayer’s answers may surprise you, and her text will inspire you. 350 pages. Harper. $24.95

★ 6939643 DICTIONARY OF GYPSY MYTHOLOGY: Chams, Rites, and Magical Traditions of the Roma. By Claude Lecouteux. In an effort to recover the roots of the gypsy oral tradition, editor and gypsy expert Lecouteux reconstructs the gypsy oral tradition to provide a comprehensive A-to-Z look at gypsy mythology, including their folklore, rites, songs, nursery rhymes, jokes and magical traditions. 483 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

★ 2849391 AN INVITATION TO CELTIC WISDOM: A Little Guide to Mystery, Spirit, and Community. By McGinn. In this book, McGinn draws on myth, folklore, poetry, and the tales of Celtic gods and heroes, this noted writer offers a warm and accessible invitation to explore the spiritual tradition of the Celtic peoples—one that is of growing importance in these increasingly troubled times. 193 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

★ 2786117 THE NATION IN HISTORY. By Anthony D. Smith. A professor of Ethnicity and Nationalism at the London School of Economics analyzes the major debates between historian-nationalists and social scientists on the nature and development of ethnic communities, nations, and nationalism. 106 pages. Brandeis. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

★ 6808344 SURVEILLANCE VALLEY: The Secret Military History of the Internet. By Yasha Levine. Revealing how the companies that are spying on your friends and family for profit, while working as military contractors. 371 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 6901964 THE INSTRUMENTS OF TORTURE. By Michael Kerrigan. Looks at the techniques and tools used in torture, ranging from the earliest known historical instances right up to the present and current practices used throughout the world. An access history reference. Well illus. 192 pages. Amber. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

★ 6805781 TEN ARGUMENTS FOR DELETING YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS RIGHT NOW. By Jaron Lanier. While many will repeat rules, social media business models today, the author also envisions a humanistic setting for social networking that can direct us toward a richer and fuller way of living and connecting with our world. 146 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $18.18 $13.95

★ 2828339 TONG SING: The Chinese Book of Wisdom. By Charles Windridge. Inspired by the centuries-old work, the Tong Sing, which means ‘Know Everything Book’, Windridge has compiled a volume that will answer every question the reader might ask about the Chinese way of life. This fascinating volume offers the Western reader an incomparable insight into oriental philosophy, astrology, folklore, medicine and food. Illus., some in color. 288 pages. Kylin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ 6988156 THE CODDLING OF THE AMERICAN MIND: How Good Intentions and Bad Ideas Are Setting Up a Generation for Failure. By J. Hatch & G. Lukianoff. The authors show how the new problems on campus have made the high school of speaking honestl y among students–have their roots in three ideas that have become woven into American childhood and education: what doesn’t kill you makes you weaker; always trust your feelings, and life is a battle between good people and evil people. 213 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 6914594 SEGROGRAPHIES. By Gabriella Wiener. In this collection of essays, Wiener explores the most pervasive Peruvian prison, participating in sexual exchanges in swinger clubs, traveling the dark pathways of the Bois de Boulogne in Paris in the company of transvestites and prostitutes—all while taking the reader on inward journeys that explore immigation, literature, fear of death, and threesomes. 226 pages. Restless. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

★ 2807100 EQUALITY CAN SAVE THE WORLD! By Catherine Mayer. Harnessing insights gleaned from her hands-on political experience together with global research and field interviews, Mayer offers her view on the biggest questions of our age. Mayer’s answers may surprise you, and her text will inspire you. 350 pages. Harper. $24.95
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**6978656 MODERN MAN IN SEARCH OF A SOUL.** By C.G. Jung. A comprehensive introduction to the thought of Jung, a chief founder of psychoanalysis. Jungs examines a part of the most contested and crucial areas of analytical psychology: dream analysis, the primitive unconscious, and the relationship between science and art. 244 pages. Harper & Row. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**2801949 SWITCHED ON: A Memoir of Brain Change and Emotional Awakening.** By John Elder Robison. The extraordinary story of an Asperger’s syndrome sufferer who received an invitation from one of the precursors for neuroscientists to unleash an experimental new brain therapy. Robison’s story is what happens when the world as you know it is upended overnight. 296 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**6500953 THE INCEST DIARY.** Throughout her childhood the author was raped by her father. In this graphic account she revisits her early traumas and their aftermath—not from a clinical distance, but from deep within—to explore the ways in which her father’s abuse shaped her, and still does. 132 pages. FSG. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**697969X THE ORIGIN OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN THE BREAKDOWN OF THE BICAMERAL MIND.** By Julian Jaynes. At the heart of this seminal work is the revolutionary idea that human consciousness did not begin far back in animal evolution but was a learned process that emerged, through cataclysm and catastrophe, from a hallucinatory mentality only three thousand years ago and that is still developing today. 491 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**2877724 ELASTIC: Unlocking Your Brain’s Ability to Embrace Change.** By Leonard Mlodinow. In this startling look at how the human mind is wired for change, Mlodinow teaches us to unleash the natural abilities we all possess so we can thrive in these dynamic and troubled times. Mlodinow outlines how we can learn to let go of comfortable ideas and become accustomed to ambiguity and contradiction. 252 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**6841112 HOW EMOTIONS ARE MADE: The Secret Life of the Brain.** By Lisa Feldman Barrett. This lucid report from the cutting edge of emotion science reveals the profound real-world consequences of this break-through for everything from neuroscience and medicine to the legal, ethical, and multicultural issues that present selections from Jung’s books, essays, correspondence, lectures, seminars, and interviews. Organized thematically, this collection covers such topics as the psyche, the symbolic life, dreams, death and rebirth, and more. An essential introduction to Jung and the Jungian tradition. 341 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6978339 THE DISORDERED MIND: What Unusual Brains Tell Us About Ourselves.** By Eric L. Kandel. The author takes us on an unusual tour of the brain. By studying disorders of typical brain functions and exploring their potential treatments, we will deepen our understanding of thought, feeling, behavior, memory, and creativity. Only then can we grapple with the big question of how billions of neurons generate consciousness itself. Illus. most in color; index. FSG. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

**2787520 UNIMAGINABLE: What We Imagine and What We Can’t.** By Graham Ward. This study presents a nuanced and many dimensional portrait of the mystery of the human imagination. Traversing landscapes that are both physical and emotional, palpable and intangible, the author enlists the company of fellow travelers to try to get to the bottom of the true meaning of originality. 253 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

**6972537 OVERPOWERED! The Science and Showbiz of Hypnosis.** By Christopher Green. Tackling the reputable aspects of the subject, hypnosis brings together clinical trials and hypnotherapy—alongside the smoke and mirrors of stage hypnosis, this is the first illustrated history of the art. 140 pages. British Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

**6978835 DISORDERED MINDS: How Dangerous Personalities Are Destroying Democracy.** By Ian Hughes. A compelling and timely account of the dangers posed by narcissistic leaders and the cultural and mental health perils this psychopathy flourishes—extremes of social inequality and a culture of hyper individualism—are very much the hallmarks of our present age. 189 pages. Zero Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


**6939368 THE TEN TYPES OF HUMAN: Who We Are and Who We Can Be.** By Dexter Dias. 816 pages. Windmill. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**6920115 BLUE DREAMS: The Science and the Story of the Drugs That Changed Our Minds.** By Lauren Slater. 400 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $17.95

**6920998 MODERN PSYCHOLOGY & THE LAW.** By Julian Jaynes & William Green. Maxmen et al. A comprehensive revision of the authoritative textbook on modern psychiatric diagnosis and treatment that includes material covering rapidly changing fields such as neuroscience and medicine. In addition to three new chapters addressing relevant concerns, legal, ethical, and multicultural issues; systems–based practice and psychiatropharmacology. SHOPWORN. 685 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $21.95

**6987678 A KIND OF MIRACULAS PARADISE: A True Story About Schizophrenia.** By Sandra Allen. Allen translates her uncle’s autobiography, artfully creating a gripping coming of age story, proclaimed to be a true story “labeled with a psychiatric label: paranoid schizophrenia.” The result is a heartbreaking and sometimes hilarious portrait of a young man striving for stability in his life as well as his mind. 275 pages. Warner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**2780569 THE END OF AVERAGE.** By Todd Rose. Weaving science and history together with his personal experiences, the author offers an alternative to understanding individuals through averages that will help us appreciate uniqueness, and show us how to take advantage of individuality to gain an edge in life. 247 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $14.95

**6887554 PSYCHOLOGY: The Comic Book Introduction.** By G. Klein & D. Oppenheim. As cartoonist Grady Klein and psychologist Danny Oppenheim point out, the study of human behavior can be funny. With detailed observations on perception, stress, emotions, cognition, and more, this volume offers curious readers an entertaining guide to the ways our brains work. In B&W. 224 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**2819465 UNDERSTANDING THE BRAIN: From Cells to Behavior to Cognition.** By John E. Dowling. This volume describes our understanding of brain function, conveys the progress we are making in understanding how brains work, and describes some of our strategies for studying brain function. Provides an up to date understanding of the brain and cognition which makes us unique as human beings. 298 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**2862336 THE QUOTABLE JUNG.** Ed. by Judith Harris. A comprehensive collection of Jung quotations that present selections from Jung’s books, essays, correspondence, lectures, seminars, and interviews. Organized thematically, this collection covers such topics as the psyche, the symbolic life, dreams, death and rebirth, and more. An essential introduction to Jung and the Jungian tradition. 341 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**7062135 PATIENT H.M.: A Story of Memory, Madness, and the Mind.** By Glenn Linsley. 425 pages. HMH. Pub. at $29.00

**5900042 SWITCHED ON: A Memoir of Brain Change and Emotional Awakening.** By John Elder Robison. 296 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

**6367879 SPLIT-SECOND PERSUASION: The Ancient Art and New Science of Persuasion.** By Kevin Dunn. 296 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

**6942318 HOW EMOTIONS ARE MADE: The Secret Life of the Brain.** By Lisa Feldman Barrett. 425 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

**6974232 PATIENT H.M.: A Story of Memory, Madness, and the Mind.** By Glenn Linsley. 425 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/673
**Words & Language**

- **2884976** THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORIES OF EVERYDAY EXPRESSIONS. By James McGuire, Illus. by A. Kalomiris. This fascinating reference captures the essence of everyday expressions, humorous, and often unbelievable origin stories behind the English language's most popular sayings, like: jump the shark, kick the bucket, close but no cigar, bring home the bacon, let the cat out of the bag, and many more. 140 pages. Whalen Book Works. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


- **2889608** ABRAHAM LINCOLN: Quotes, Quips, and Speeches. Ed. by Gordon Leider. Nearly 150 years after his death, the enduring legacy of a great president, an American success story, and the celebrated leader of the Civil War continues. This small volume of Abraham Lincoln’s wit and wisdom captures his integrity, his passion, his generosity, eloquence, humor, and determination. 180 pages. Cumberland House. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **2889900** THE FOUNDING FATHERS: Quotes, Quips, and Speeches. Ed. by Gordon Leider. This little volume is filled with over 200 quotes from John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison and more, capturing the essence of America’s most influential leaders in an elegant collection that explores the formative Revolution. 156 pages. Cumberland House. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **6829244** IRISH CURSES, BLESSINGS, AND TOASTS: A Little Book of Wit, Wisdom, and Whimsy. By Nicholas Nigro. An Irish treasure trove of words and sentiments for any and all occasions that both informs and entertains. Includes more than 500 quotes. This fun and inspirational volume provides readers the opportunity to revel in the wit and wisdom of the Celtic tradition. 280 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **2822524** JAMES MUIR: An Unusual Collection of Wisdom from John McCain, the Sheriff of the Senate. By Mary Zaia. This collection of quotes offers McCain’s wisdom for living a life filled with honor, service to others, and the ideals upon which America was founded. Get inspired by the embodiment of American honor and character! 155 pages. Castle Point. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **2870533** LIKE MY TEACHER ALWAYS SAID... By Erin McHugh. Pulls together a rainbow of the savvy, helpful, humorous, and questionable real life teacher quotes. There is an incredible quantity of witticisms and encompasses quotes from teachers, coaches, counselors, and even a few good old fashioned Catholic school nuns. 143 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

- **2824714** AN OLD-FASHIONED CHRISTMAS: Favorite Yuletide Quotes & Traditions. By Jackie Corn. A collection of inspirational, meaningful and fun quotes celebrating the spirit of Christmas. Chock full of holiday sentiments and joyous words, this is the perfect stocking stuffer for the season. 103 pages. Hatherleigh. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

- **2789985** QUOTABLE NEW ENGLANDER: Four Centuries of Wit and Wisdom. By Eric Lehman. New Englanders have always had something to say. This volume showcases the linguistic insight of the region’s native and adopted sons and daughters. Sometimes insightful, sometimes hilarious, these quotes have readers smiling, laughing, and shaking their heads. 202 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

- **6655415** SH T RUMP SAYS. A collection of Trump’s greatest quotations, from his days as a real estate investor to his most interesting Presidential utterances. About 300 quotes. Tuttle. Pub. at $12.95 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**


- **6980295** LITERARY LOVE. By Isabel Carlson. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95 **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

- **9791616** JOHN F. KENNEDY NOTEBOOK. Illus. by Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95


**Foreign Language**

- **2838303** ESSENTIALS OF LATIN GRAMMAR: A Practical Guide to the Mastery of Latin. By W. Michael Wilson. Offers an integrated guide to the pronunciation, grammar, and concepts needed for correct writing and insightful reading of Latin. All the major grammatical concepts of the Latin language are presented in 25 units with explanations and examples to help the reader understand and master 128 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

- **2837882** GERMAN CONVERSATION: Practice Makes Perfect. By Ed Szwick. Features realistic conversational situations in which learners practice GERMAN. Includes talking about sports, discussing current events to having fun, in addition to lots of conversation-ready phrases that will be indispensable as your fluency increases. Includes plenty of exercises for practice. 150 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

- **6090245** ITALIAN VOCABULARY DRILLS. By David M. Stillman et al. Learn more than 2,500 essential terms, practice your vocabulary skills with more than 100 exercises, and check your progress with a helpful answer key. This unique presentation of vocabulary in context bridges the gap between words and conversation. 230 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

- **2849983** LEARNING JAPANESE FOR REAL: A Guide to Grammar, Use, and Genres of the Nihongo Language. By Senko K. Maynard. Concise descriptions of grammar, use, and genres make this an indispensable guide for adult learners of the language. This volume presents a holistic view of the knowledge required for proficiency in Japanese and will become an essential source for Japanese language students at all levels. Learning, 357 pages. Magnes. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

- **2836462** HANDBOOK OF COMMONLY USED AMERICAN IDIOMS, FIFTH EDITION. By Adam Makkai et al. Presents more than 2,500 American-English idiomatic words and expressions with their meanings. ESL students, foreign travelers in North America, and everyone else will find this resource as an informative quick reference guide. 270 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

- **2800057** GERMAN PHRASE BOOK: Eyewitness Travel Guides. Compiled by H. Kloppek & C. Stephenson. This diminutive guide provides you with a wealth of useful German phrases that every traveler, organized by subject. Includes a menu guide and a unique system of imitated pronunciation that ensures you are always heard good. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $4.95

- **6094270** JAPANESE-ENGLISH BILINGUAL VISUAL DICTIONARY. Ed. by Angela Wilkes. Learn more than 6,000 Japanese words and phrases with a complete range of illustrated objects and scenes from everyday life. Easy to use, with a pronunciation guide and over 1,000 illustrations indexed. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

- **2801639** INSTANT CHINESE, REVISED EDITION. By Boye Lafayette De Mente with J. Fan. Learn 100 words and phrases with confidence with 586 sentences. This book is designed to discover which 100 words to learn, but the author has solved that problem, choosing only words you’ll hear and use again and again. Even with a vocabulary this small, you will be surprised how fluently you can communicate in Chinese. 192 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/673
**Foreign Language**

*WEBSTER’S NEW WORLD HEBREW DICTIONARY: Hebrew/English/English-Hebrew.* By Hayim Baftsan. Includes more than 50,000 entries in this revolutionary, transistorized dictionary, requiring no prior knowledge of the language. 652 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95

**JAPANESE PICTURE DICTIONARY.** By Timothy G. Stout. This guide contains more than 1,500 Japanese words and phrases you need to know, organized into 88 useful thematic fiches. Illustrated with over 600 color photographs, this useful language tool includes a brief introduction as well as an English Japanese index for quick reference. 96 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $11.95. $6.95

**INSTANT TAGALOG, REVISED EDITION. Phrasebook & Dictionary.** By J. T. Gaspi & S.M.R.L. Marfori. Learn 100 key words and phrases, and instantly say 1,000 different things. The trick is knowing which 100 words to learn. They’re all in here: the words you’ll use over and over again. Even with a vocabulary this small, you’ll be amazed how many things you can say! Illus. 160 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95. $4.95

**BASIC JAPANESE: Learn to Speak Everyday Japanese in 10 Carefully Structured Lessons.** By S.E. Martin & E. Sato. This language guide emphasizes the underlying structure of the language rather than simply memorizing phrases and vocabulary. By focusing on sentence patterns as the key to attaining a basic fluency in Japanese, it offers a comprehensive introduction to the modern colloquial language. Practice your Japanese with the included MP3 audio file. 352 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $9.95

**EASY ARABIC ALPHABET: A Three-Part Text for Beginning Students.** By M. Gahtar & J. Wightwick. Unique, easy to use guide based on the premise that the best way to improve your language skills is to start reading. Whether you are a beginner with basic knowledge of Arabic script or a more advanced learner, you will dive into the language with engaging readings that progress in difficulty. Illus. 224 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. $6.95

**3,000 SPANISH WORDS AND PHRASES THEY WON’T TEACH YOU IN SCHOOL.** By E. Hamer & F.D. de Udaneitia. Goes beyond classroom Spanish by thoroughly explaining expressions, idioms, and quirks used daily by native speakers. This must have manual also includes information on pronouns, manners, abbreviations, and culture, making it much more than a phrase book. 470 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**COMMON AMERICAN PHRASES IN EVERYDAY CONTEXT, THIRD EDITION.** By Richard A. Spears. Collects 2,100 of the most common phrases and colloquial expressions used in contemporary American English. This dictionary contains greetings, good-byes, and the like. New users use data base of 300 pages McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

**SHORT STORIES IN SPANISH FOR BEGINNERS, VOLUME ONE.** By Olly Richards. A collection of eight unconventional and captivating short stories in Spanish for adult and young adult learners. Includes chapter summaries and comprehension questions; vocabulary lists; and accessible grammar. Illus. 270 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**SHORT STORIES IN FRENCH FOR BEGINNERS.** By O. Richards & R. Simcott. A collection of eight unconventional and captivating short stories in French for adult and young adult learners. Includes chapter summaries and comprehension questions; vocabulary lists; and accessible grammar. Illus. 256 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**SHORT STORIES IN ITALIAN FOR BEGINNERS, VOLUME ONE.** By Olly Richards. A collection of eight unconventional and captivating short stories in Italian for adult and young adult learners. Includes chapter summaries and comprehension questions; vocabulary lists; and accessible grammar. Illus. 208 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**COLLINS GERMAN DICTIONARY: Essential Edition.** Up to date with all the latest words, phrases and translations from both German and English. Improve your German with additional example phrases. Provides extra guidance on the key points of German grammar. 424 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $99.5. $7.95

**MANDARIN CHINESE CHARACTERS FAST FINDER.** By Laurence Matthews. A thorough reference that allows the student to look up Chinese characters quickly and intuitively from their appearance alone, without knowing their pronunciation, radical or stroke count. It features over 3,200 characters, including those prescribed for all levels of the HSK Proficiency test. Tutte. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

**SHORT STORIES IN RUSSIAN FOR BEGINNERS.** By Olly Richards. A collection of eight unconventional and captivating short stories in Russian for adult and young adult learners. Includes chapter summaries and comprehension questions; vocabulary lists; and accessible grammar. Illus. 216 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CHINESE-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.** Ed. by John DeFrancis. Offers the powerful advantage of arranging in single-sort alphabetical order, by far the simplest and fastest way to look up a term. Entries start with transcription in boldface type followed by the appropriate simplified characters, followed by the English translation. 897 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.75. $17.95

**MANDARIN CHINESE PHRASES THEY WON’T TEACH YOU IN EVERYDAY CONTEXTS, THIRD EDITION.** By Richard A. Spears. Collects 2,100 of the most common phrases and colloquial expressions used in contemporary American English. This dictionary contains greetings, good-byes, and the like. New users use data base of 300 pages McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

**THE FIRST 100 JAPANESE KANJI.** All beginning students of Japanese need to know kanji to memorize and learn their Japanese Kanji characters. This guide adopts a structural approach that helps students to quickly master the basic Kanji that are fundamental to the language. Intended for beginning readers. 120 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

**ARABIC SCRIPT HACKING: The Optimal Pathway to Learn the Arabic Alphabet.** By Judith Meyer. Using a simple algorithm that presents the most logical way to learn the alphabet, this reference teaches you how to recognize letters and connect words in Arabic script with minimum effort. 127 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**COLLINS GEM RUSSIAN DICTIONARY.** IDD. By Olly Richards. A collection of eight unconventional and captivating short stories in Russian for adult and young adult learners. Includes chapter summaries and comprehension questions; vocabulary lists; and accessible grammar. Illus. 216 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**COLLINS SPANISH DICTIONARY: Essential Edition.** Up to date with all the latest words, phrases and translations from both Spanish and English. Improve your Spanish with additional example phrases. Provides extra guidance on the key points of Spanish grammar. 420 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

**THE BRITISH ENGLISH-AMERICAN ENGLISH DICTIONARY.** By Laurence Matthews. This unique dictionary is intended for serious learners of English, as well as general readers with an interest in the written English language. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

**ABC CHINESE-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.** By O. Richards. A thorough reference that allows the student to look up Chinese characters quickly and intuitively from their appearance alone, without knowing their pronunciation, radical or stroke count. It features over 3,200 characters, including those prescribed for all levels of the HSK Proficiency test. Tutte. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

**ABCD CHINESE-JAPANESE DICTIONARY.** By O. Richards. A thorough reference that allows the student to look up Chinese characters quickly and intuitively from their appearance alone, without knowing their pronunciation, radical or stroke count. It features over 3,200 characters, including those prescribed for all levels of the HSK Proficiency test. Tutte. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

**2849712**

**COLLINS SPANISH DICTIONARY: Essential Edition.** Up to date with all the latest words, phrases and translations from both Spanish and English. Improve your Spanish with additional example phrases. Provides extra guidance on the key points of Spanish grammar. 420 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

**2830321**

**2843507**

**2791587**

**2842572**

**2842556**

**2842599**

**2863650**

**2863618**

**2862778**

**2842598**

**2842591**

**2842558**

**2849714**

**2842590**

**2842597**

**2842595**
**The Metaphysics**. By Aristotle. An excellent example of Aristotle's dialectical method, this work offers a fine introduction to classical metaphysics. The philosopher describes substance as both formal and material reality, and he discusses the relation between potentiality and actuality. 346 pages. Dover. Paperback.

**Politics**. By Aristotle. What is the relationship of the individual to the state? What is the ideal state, and how can it bring about the most desirable life for its citizens? What sort of education should it provide? These are some of the problems in such a way as to answer in one of his most intellectually stimulating works. 355 pages. Dover. Paperback.

**Nichomachean Ethics**. By Aristotle. Identifying happiness as the goal of life, Aristotle rejects pleasure, fame, and wealth as means to it. His treatises, used by the students of his famous Athenian school, the Lyceum, exerted a profound and lasting influence on Western thought. 229 pages. Dover. Paperbound.

**Physics**. By Aristotle. This work sets out to define the principal causes of change, movement, and motion. For 2,000 years—until discoveries by Galileo, Newton, and other scientists—this treatise was the primary source for explanations of falling rocks, rising flames, the circulation of air, and other physical phenomena. 260 pages. Dover. Paperback.

**The Biology of Transcendence: A Blueprint for the Human Spirit**. By Joseph Chilton Pearce. Shows us it is the duty of every human being to stop sowing destruction, division, hatred, and calumny—indeed, to stop sowing anything but love for our fellow citizens, they form a magnificent dialectical quest. 460 pages. Dover. Paperback.

**Philosophy: The Best Things in Life: A Guide to What Really Matters**. By Steven Pinker. If you think the world is coming to an end, think again. The author shows that life, health, prosperity, safety, peace, knowledge, and happiness are on the rise worldwide. It is the gift of Enlightenment: the conviction that reason, science, and humanism, are the ideals we need to confront our problems and continue our progress. 556 pages. Viking. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $12.95

**The Song of Life: Nativity of a Spiritual Wisdom. Ed. by Helen Exley.** This concise and reassuring volume presents a thoughtful collection of peaceful words about people, the earth, and the love of nature, drawn from the timeless wisdom of Native American proverbs, chiefs, prayers and more. Conari Press. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**The Devil's Pleasure Palace: The Cult of Critical Theory and the Subversion of the West**. By Michael Walsh. Exposes the overlooked movement that is Critical Theory, and explains how it took root in America after the second World War, and once established and gestated, how it has affected nearly every aspect of American life and society by sowing destruction, division, hatred, and calumny—all disguised as the search for truth. 222 pages. Encounter Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**The Edge of Reason: A Rational Skeptic in an Irrational World.** By Julian Baggini. 226 pages. Basic. Pub. at $26.00. $17.95


**Crimes against Logic.** By Jamie Whyte. 157 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. $9.95

**Yogi Philosophy and Oriental Occultism.** By Yogi Haracharana. 233 pages. Union Yoga. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. $9.95

**Spinoza's Ethics.** By Beth Lord. 182 pages. InUP. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**Politics.** By Aristotle. What is the relationship of the individual to the state? What is the ideal state, and how can it bring about the most desirable life for its citizens? What sort of education should it provide? These are some of the problems in such a way as to answer in one of his most intellectually stimulating works. 355 pages. Dover. Paperback.

**Enlightenment Now: The Case for Reason, Science, Humanism, and Progress**. By Steven Pinker. In seventy-five astonishing graphs, Pinker shows that life, health, prosperity, safety, peace, knowledge, and happiness are on the rise, not just in the West but worldwide. With intellectual depth and political flair, he makes the case for reason, science, and humanism: the ideals we need to confront our problems and continue our progress. 556 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95

**The Oxford Handbook of Aristotle.** Ed. by Christopher Shields. Extensive collection of essays on this historic thinker, drawing contributions from all over the globe, as well as a preface from the author. From the University of Oxford, a center of Aristotelian studies for centuries. Prefaced with an introduction to Aristotle's life and works, it covers all the main areas of his philosophical and intellectual thought, from ethics to theology to politics. 710 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $17.00. $12.95

**The Little Book of Philosophy.** By Will Buckingham et al. 208 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $13.95


PHILOSOPHY AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS. By Lindaazerf. 288 pages. Oxford University. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Lives & Works of Philosophers

THUS SPAKE ZARATHUSTRA. By Friedrich Nietzsche. A tremendously influential philosophical work of the late nineteenth century. In it, the ancient Persian religious leader Zarathustra serves as the mouthpiece for Nietzsche’s views, which include elements of asceticism, the introduction of the controversial doctrine of the Ubermensch, or “superman”. 270 pages. Dover. Paperback. $11.95

CRITIQUE OF PURE REASON. By Immanuel Kant. The German philosopher argues that human knowledge is limited by the capacity for perception, and that it cannot be acquired through experience, and a priori, knowledge not derived through experience. Originally published in 1781, it is a cornerstone of Western philosophy. 480 pages. Dover. Paperback. $19.95
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**Economics**

- **2850281 THE FUTURE OF CAPITALISM: Facing the New Anxieties**. By Paul Collier. Drawing on the wisdom of some of the world’s most distinguished social scientists, Collier charts an agenda of empowerment, enlightenment, and inspiration for all of us, on our own, on our own.

- **6794106 CHINA, INDIA, AND THE UNITED STATES: The Future of Economic Supremacy**. By Peter Rodriguez. Professor Rodriguez presents a multimedia program exploring the evolving future of these three major emerging powers. Six lectures on three CDs.

- **253 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95**


- **9435856 CITIZENS’ WEALTH: Why (and How) Sovereign Funds Should Be Managed by the People for the People**. By Angela Cummine. 280 pages. Yale. Pub. at $32.00

- **5866193 WHAT IF THE ENGINEERS Would Solve Your Everyday Problems**. By Tejvan Angela. 280 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00

- **6943586 INFLATION: Economists Would Solve Your Everyday Problems. Angela Cummine. 280 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00**


**Engineering & Architecture**

- **5744571 ELECTRONIC GADGETS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS, SECOND EDITION**. By Bob Linnani. Takes the stuff of fiction science and science future and brings it down to size for the home hobbyist. Full of easy to follow plans and clear diagrams and schematics for completely new, amp’d-up projects including hydrogen-powered solid-state Tesla coil, full-feature plasma driver, and a six-foot Jacob’s ladder. Illus. 326 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00


- **4511984 PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS FOR INVENTORS, FOURTH EDITION**. By Tyler L. Hicks. More than 3,000 logically organized calculations that align with the latest practices, codes, and standards. All new steps to improve indoor air quality and protect structures from floods. 323 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99

- **6874185 THE BRIDGE: How the Roeblings Connected Brooklyn to New York**. By Peter J. Tomasi. Fully Illus. in color. 204 pages. Abrams. PUB. AT $34.95


- **6864155 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF FRP STRUCTURAL COMPOSITES**. By Shamsber Ahmadi Bader. A comprehensive reference provides proven design procedures for the use of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) materials for reinforcement, prestressing, and strengthening of reinforced concrete structures. 323 pages. McGraw-Hill. 7¾x9¾. Pub. at $130.00

- **2795051 BRIDGES: A Postcard History. By Geoffrey H. Goldberg. Take a tour through time and learn about the exciting engineering developments that allowed the primitive bridges of ancient man to evolve to the masterworks of today. Marked by colorful illustrations, the interstate system, railroad bridges, and even bridge disasters are all documented here. Fully Illus.. in some color. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

- **6875755 HANDBOOK OF CIVIL ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS, THIRD EDITION. By Tyler L. Hicks. More than 3,000 logically organized calculations that align with the latest practices, codes, and standards. All new steps to improve indoor air quality and protect structures from floods. 323 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99**

**Electronics & Electrical Systems**

- **5744571 ELECTRONIC GADGETS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS, SECOND EDITION**. By Bob Linnani. Takes the stuff of fiction science and science future and brings it down to size for the home hobbyist. Full of easy to follow plans and clear diagrams and schematics for completely new, amp’d-up projects including hydrogen-powered solid-state Tesla coil, full-feature plasma driver, and a six-foot Jacob’s ladder. Illus. 326 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00


- **4511984 PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS FOR INVENTORS, FOURTH EDITION**. By Tyler L. Hicks. More than 3,000 logically organized calculations that align with the latest practices, codes, and standards. All new steps to improve indoor air quality and protect structures from floods. 323 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99

**Engineering**

- **2818582 THE FORGOTTEN GENIUS OF OLIVER HEAVISIDE. By Basil Mahon. A pioneer of electrical science, Heaviside’s work led to advances in communications and became the bedrock of the subject of electrical engineering as it is practiced today. This story will restore long overdue recognition to a scientist whose achievements were as crucial to our modern age as those of Edison. Photos. 288 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00

- **6999528 APPLIED MINDS: How Engineers Think. By Guru Madhavan. Through narratives and case studies spanning the history of engineering, Madhavan shows how the concepts of prototyping, efficiency, reliability, standards, optimization, and feedback are put to use in fields as diverse as transportation, health care, and entertainment. 253 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.00


- **6916845 THE PERFECTIONISTS: How Precision Engineers Created the Modern World. By Simon Winchester. Examines the relatively recent development of the notion of precision, the people who developed it and the ways in which it has shaped the modern world—and the challenges posed and losses risked by our generation and pursuit of increasingly precise tools and methods. Illus. 395 pages. Harper. Pub. at $23.99

- **2793881 STRUCTURAL FIRE LOADS: Theory and Principles. By Leo Radozlovs. This reference streamlines complex computer analyses so that an analytical equation can be used in structural fire load analysis and design. Radozlovs covers structural fire load and computer models, differential equations and assumptions, fire load and severity of fires, and more. 447 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $109.03

- **7607755 MAYNARD’S INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, FIFTH EDITION. Ed. by Kjell B. Zandin. A complete, practical working guide to the principles, methods, materials, and systems of industrial engineering, this classic reference has been completely updated with the latest features and challenges, covering everything from the evolution of industrial engineering to useful developments in CAD/CAM. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $199.00

- **6566386 DESALINATION ENGINEERING: Operation and Maintenance. By Nikolay Voutchkov. The definitive guide to desalination practices for maintaining plant equipment are also provided. 307 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $125.00

- **6873509 HANDBOOK OF CIVIL ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS, THIRD EDITION. By Tyler L. Hicks. More than 3,000 logically organized calculations that align with the latest practices, codes, and standards. All new steps to improve indoor air quality and protect structures from floods. 323 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99

- **5866193 WHAT IF THE ENGINEERS Would Solve Your Everyday Problems**. By Tejvan Angela. 280 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00

- **6864155 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF FRP STRUCTURAL COMPOSITES**. By Shamsber Ahmadi Bader. A comprehensive reference provides proven design procedures for the use of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) materials for reinforcement, prestressing, and strengthening of reinforced concrete structures. 323 pages. McGraw-Hill. 7¾x9¾. Pub. at $130.00
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home in the context of American house design and decoration. With historic photographs, plans, and drawings, the authors compare the
president’s house to other American houses, gardens, and apartments, showing how the White House as it changed through decades of
interior renovation, rebuilding, and landscaping. 304 pages. Acanthus. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $75.00. $9.95

6941863 DURHAM CATHEDRAL: The Shrine of St Cuthbert. Ed. by Jessica Fudge. Begun in 1093 and dedicated to the Saxon saint
Cuthbert, the cathedral was a pioneering building, which makes the 40 or so years it took to complete seem like an achievement. This beautifully
illustrated guide introduces the reader to the glories of Durham and the exhibition displaying precious objects from the cathedral’s collections.

5902413 A PLACE IN THE SUN: Green Living and the Solar Home. By Stephen Snyder. Illustrates twenty-eight houses and any apartment
buildings in this volume, selected by sustainability expert Stephen Snyder, integrate solar electricity, heat, and hot water, along with time-tested
garden strategies, in support of an authoritatively designed and environmentally
responsible contemporary homes. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages.
Rizzoli. 9/¾x9/¾. Pub. at $50.00. $9.95

206536X DISCOVERING CHURCHES AND CHURCHYARDS. By Mark Child. This volume
takes the reader on an adventurous architectural journey. It describes how churches in Britain were built in each
period, the building materials used, what the reader can expect to find in churches all around the country, and how to understand their architectural
history and heritage. Well illus. in color. 262 pages. Shire. 5x8¼. Paperback. $4.95

2780887 THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF CHURCHES & CATHEDRALS: Decoding the Sacred
Symbolism of Christianity’s Holy Buildings. By Richard Stemp. Covers the whole
history of Christian architecture from ancient basilicas to the modern age, with
an authoritative account of the evolution of architectural styles. Unlock the layers of sacred
meaning within the structure, furniture, and decoration of Christian architecture. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages.
Watts. 7x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

5960332 THE NATIONAL PARK ARCHITECTURE SOURCEBOOK. By Harvey H. Kaiser. Using facts, anecdotes, and personal observation,
Kaiser, an architect and longtime advocate for the preservation of American architecture, paints a thorough and inspiring picture of each
$8.95

World Wars, the Jazz Age, and the Depression, and featuring a cast of characters that
developed and lived in the White House, this book is a remarkable biography of the
impeccably designed and enigmatic medieval buildings. Well illus., most in color. 128 pages.
Robert R. McCormick Foundation. 7¼x10. Pub. at $17.95. $6.95

1990S MODE: ARCHITECTURE. By Lillian Beardsley. Mid-century European
Theatrical designs and a WASP sense of propriety come together in this
unique book focusing on mid-century architecture. Fully illus., some in color. 128 pages.
Taschen. 9½x12. Hardcover. Pub. at $69.95. $19.95

6944817 APPARITIONS: Architecture That Has Disappeared from Our Cities. By John Hughes. Traveling to more than
60 cities across the U.S., this unique photography project revives the buildings that
have vanished from our urban spaces. From Boston’s Head House to the Hotel del Coronado in San Diego, this pictorial history
captures these long-missing structures, laying them over their original locations as they appear today. 156 pages. Images Publishing Group.
10¼x11¾. Pub. at $45.00. $12.95

5688793 PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL: A Glimpse of Heaven. By Jonathan Newby. One of the Norman buildings and also one of the most
individual, Peterborough Cathedral has for more than nine centuries stood at the heart of
Rutland’s landscape. The cathedral was named after the cathedral’s principal dedicatee,
St. Peter. This engagingly written edition offers a superb tribute to one of England’s most beautiful and
enigmatic medieval buildings. Well illus., most in color. 128 pages. St. Paul’s. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. $18.95

6897413 COUNTRY LIVING TINY HOMES: Living Big in Small Spaces. Ed. by Caroline McKenzie. From a 100 square foot room with a view to a 1,456 square foot
minimalist escape, these coast to coast homes show how compact living can be
comfortable. Filled with stunning photos, ingenious tips, and practical storage ideas,
this will help you maximize every inch of your
home in style. 200 pages. Skyhorse. 9x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $18.95

6917505 THE GARGOYLE BOOK: 572 Examples from Gothic Architecture. By Lester Burbank Bridaham. According to tradition,
the gargoyles were posted as sentries, to ward off malevolent spirits and to remind parishioners of the evil that lurked beyond the church
doors. Here, some 572 gargoyles from the walls of French cathedrals are shown. Fully illus. 208 pages. Dover.

5684996 PARIS SECRETS: Architecture, Interiors, Quartiers, Corners. By Janelle McCulloch. An insightful travel resource and
an architectural study that captures Paris’s elegance and atmosphere in spectacular
detail. This modern guide is perfect for either
those who have already fallen in love with Paris, or those planning a memorable first visit.
Fully illus. in color. 221 pages.
Images Publishing Group. 9x11½. Pub. at $60.00. $16.95

2050508 ANDREA PALLADIO: Villa Cornaro in Piombino Dese. Ed. by B. Mitrovic & S.R. Wassell. Presents a full measured survey of one of Andrea Palladio's most influential works, accompanied by
essays which discuss the design of the villa. The survey is presented through 14 gatefold drawings, comprising a complete set of plans,
elevations, sections, and window Wallcharts. Well illus. 70 pages. Acanthus. 12x16¾. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

5986067 SUSTAINABLE RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURE. By Ana Maria Alvarez. Architect Ana M. Alvarez presents an array of
the world’s best sustainable residential architecture. Photographs, floor plans, elevations, schematics and other show how sustainable living can
reveal how even the smallest home can be sustainable, functional, and beautiful.
999 pages. Firely. 8½x10. Pub. at $45.00. $14.95

2847878 BORROMEO PALACE ON LAKE MAGGIORE: Masterpiece of Italian Baroque. By M. Carminati & S. Zuffi. Today,
both local people and visitors present themselves in precious treasure trove suspended over the water, an effect that is
also heightened by the magnificently luxuriant Italian-style terraced garden. This striking volume depicts in beautiful color images
this spectacular residential complex in all its splendor. 173 pages. 10x12¾. Pub. at $50.00. $37.95

6798276 THE ARCHITECTURE OF DIPLOMACY: The British Ambassador’s
Residence in Washington. By A. Seldon & D. Collings. Explores both the genius of Sir Edwin
Lutyens’ design for the Residence and the rich history of the American art of the 1920s and
30s. This unique book focuses on the interior of the residence, which has been
unfolded within its walls. The house and its extensive gardens are lavishly presented in
stunning photography, while striking images from the archives bring to life important events from 1936
236 pages. Flammarion. 9x12x12%. Pub. at $65.00. $14.95
**6990917 LIGHTHOUSE: An Illuminating History of the World’s Coastal Sentinels.** By R.G. Grant. This extraordinary chronicle examines these lighthouses of every corner of the world, charting the evolution of lighthouse design, the tremenous obstacles overcome during construction and upkeep, and the thrilling tales of the heroes who manned the wreckwells, as well as the daily lives of the dedicated keepers who often long suffering keepers. Well illus., some in color. 160 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 7¼x12. Pub. at $27.99

**6895102 GREAT GOTHIC CATHEDRALS OF FRANCE: A Visitor’s Guide.** By Stan Parry. Famous for its breathtaking facade of Notre-Dame in Paris to the transcendent beauty of the stained glass at Chartres, this examination clarifies the significant elements of their architecture by means of its text and beautiful photographs. Thirty cathedrals are presented to give the reader a clear understanding of these extraordinary buildings. 184 pages. ORO Editions. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00

**5984577 THE CHURCHES OF CHARLESTON AND THE LOWCOUNTRY.** Photos by Ron Anton Rozc. From St. Michael’s, a Charleston landmark, to lesser known but equally impressive houses of worship, the six structures spotlighted in this volume offer glimpses into the religious, social, and economic development of Charleston and into the architectural fashions of colonial, federal, and antebellum America. Well illus., many in color. 122 pages. USCSP. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $30.00

**9801167 VILLA BALBIONI: Italian Opulence on Lake Como.** Text by R. Modigliani, photos by B. Ehrs. Nestled in the shadow of the Alps in Italy’s Lake District, Villa Balbion has always represented an absolute ideal of fine living. This romantic sixteenth century architectural masterpiece is located on Lake Como, one of the world’s most glamorous locations. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Abrams. 9¼x12. Pub. at $50.00

**6698148 CHATEAU DE VILLETTE: The Splendor of French Decor.** Text by Guillaume Picon. Situated in a lush woodland near Paris, the Chateau has stood virtually unchanged since it was built in the late 17th century. Among the many owners, the Marquis de Condorcet and his wife, have left the most enduring and significant mark on it. This stunning volume is filled with sumptuous photographs of the interior and exterior that bring the buildings to life and capture the heroism and desperate shipwrecks, as well as the tremendous obstacles overcome during construction and upkeep, and the thrilling tales of the heroes who manned the wreckwells, as well as the daily lives of the dedicated keepers who often long suffering keepers. Well illus., some in color. 160 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 7¼x12. Pub. at $27.99

**6591069 HIGHLAND RETREATS: The Architecture and Interiors of Scotland’s Romatic North.** By Mary Miers. While featuring breathtaking photographs of some of Scotland’s most remarkable architecture; ranging from picturesque cottages, Scotch Baroque castles, to Modern and eco-lodges, Miers also tells the story of how “incomers” adopted the North of Scotland as a recreational paradise and left an astonishing legacy inspired by the romanticism of the romantic period. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Rizzoli. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $65.00

**6946917 ECOVILLAGES AROUND THE WORLD: 20 Regenerative Designs for Sustainable Communities.** Ed. by Lori Miller. Provides a view into the future with many diverse examples that show solutions to particular times and places. The chronological progression from oldest to newest shows an interesting development from projects that had spiritual origins, or socially responsible to fully fledged ecologically planned villages. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Inner Traditions. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**2798862 CLASSICAL NEW YORK: Discovering Greece and Rome in Gotham.** Ed. by E. Macaulay-Lewis & M.M. McGowan. The visual language of Greek and Roman antiquity played a fundamental role in the development of the city’s art and architecture. This compilation of essays offers a survey of diverse interpretations of classical forms in many of New York’s most iconic buildings, public monuments, and civic spaces. Illus. 264 pages. Fordham. 7x10. Pub. at $35.00

**571530X CHURCHES AND CATHEDRALS OF EUROPE.** Text by B. Bomgass, photos by A. Bednorz. This beautifully illustrated volume takes you on a journey throughout Europe’s most stunning and magnificent sacred buildings. Sorted by country and region, each chapter covers one important area in Europe. Includes maps for those traveling to these majestic monuments. 400 pages. h.f. ullmann. 10¼/14½. Pub. at $75.00

**2833949 VERSAILLES.** By Colin Jones. The author masterfully traces the evolution of Versailles from the vivid story of the Versailles family that once owned the chateau, to the augmentation, renovation, and enduring legacy of the most famous building in France, a building complex of mythical status and a space of royal and aristocratic pleasures that has become one of the world’s greatest monuments. Illus. 211 pages. Basic. 5¼x7¼. Pub. at $25.00

**6743994 MOSQUES: Splendors of Islam.** Ed. by Jai Imbrey. Celebrates mosque architecture and Islamic design, illustrating the development of basic mosque structural and decorative elements with over 120 examples. Venerated mosques like the Great Mosque of Cordoba and Istanbul’s Suleymaniye Mosque are featured and presented in a manner that reveals secrets of court life and centuries of celebrations. Slipcased, 192 pages. Flammarion. 6x9½. Pub. at $34.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**5970296 PLANTATIONS OF VIRGINIA.** By J. Williams & C.C. Grannett. Southern plantations are an endless source of fascination. These palatial homes are rich in history, representing a pivotal time in American history. There are still over 40 plantations in Virginia today, many of them open to the public. Well illus. in color. 244 pages. Gaige Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. PRICE CUT to $12.95

**6554156 HOUSES OF THE NATIONAL TRUST.** By Lydia Greeves. Takes you on a tour of over 300 properties owned by the National Trust in England, from magnificent to the more modest. Offers lively commentary alongside hundreds of stunning photographs that capture the beauty and intrigue of the buildings and their grounds. 440 pages. National Trust. 9x11. Pub. at $45.00. PRICE CUT to $27.95

**6855526 ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE OF DECCAN INDIA.** By George Michell et al. photos by A. Martinelli. Between the 14th and 18th centuries, a multitude of magnificent buildings were erected in the Deccan region of India by the Islamic emperors. This book embraces the visual diversity of the region’s Islamic buildings, with stunning photographs that bring the buildings to life and capture the craftsmanship and soundness of their makers. 60 pages illus in Books. 10x13¼. Pub. at $85.00. PRICE CUT to $54.95
Architectural Surveys


6989378 100 YEARS OF ARCHITECTURE. By Alan Powers. 304 pages. Laurence King. 9x10. Pub. at $50.00  $14.95


Regional Architectural Styles

2850702 SPANISH COLONIAL OR ADOBE ARCHITECTURE OF CALIFORNIA, 1800-1850. By D.R. Hannaford & R. Edwards. In California, authentic Spanish colonial houses were built with local materials, with the result that these houses are a marvel of improvisational design. The authors seek to tell the stories of the settlers from both Spain and New England. This study gives architects, home builders, and historians a chance to view photos, sketches, and measured drawings of interior and exterior details. 119 pages. Taylor. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95

5892891 THE MEXICAN HOUSE OLD & NEW. By Yvonne C. & Warren Shipway. California's architectural heritage. Here, important and informative parts of Mexico's heritage have become an important addition to any architecture and interior design library. This book includes section by section descriptions of houses as Lyon House. Kedleston, and Newby Hall–styled and inspired by the ideal of the neoclassical Adam's castle-style Mellerstain and town houses such as House Home. 272 pages. Rizzoli. 11x14½. Pub. at $65.00  $47.95

5890453 ROBERT ADAM: Country House Design, Decoration & the Art of Elegance. By Jeremy Musson. This richly illustrated volume will appeal to designers and homeowne as well as traditional architecture enthusiasts, promising to become an important addition to any architecture and interior design library. The book includes over 250 photographs and measured drawings of interiors, both public and private, of the world's most famous architects and the French Normandy and New England regions. 588 pages. Laurent. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $185.00  $75.95

6847943 THE SCOTTISH CASTLES STORY. By Marc Alexander. Scotland's castles reflect the turbulent history of Scotland and its many conflicts, whether against invaders from the north or the English to the south. Here Alexander explores the story of Scotland's castles, featuring tales from history and showcasing examples of Scotland's wealth of castles. Illus., most in color. 128 pages. History Press. 7½x11. Pub. at $19.95  $15.95

6889840 SECRET HOUSES OF THE COTSWOLDS. By Jeremy Musson. Photos by H. Robert. A personal tour of the most beguiling houses of this much loved corner of England. The authors privileged access to twenty houses ranging from castles to country houses revealing their history, architecture and interiors, all at the command of their own owners. Illus. fully in color. 144 pages. Frances Lincoln. 9x11. Pub. at $29.99  $21.95

6878458 HOUSES AND GARDENS OF KYOTO. Text by T. Daniell, photos by A. Seki. This lavishly illustrated volume introduces an array of unique Kyoto homes from each period in the city's history, each with an associated garden—whether it is a splendid courtyard garden, a picturesque stroll garden, or a garden incorporating “borrowed scenery” from a distant mountain. 240 pages. Tuttle. 8½x11/₁₄. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

6870120 HIMALAYAN STYLE. Text by C. Burket, photos by T.L. Kelly. Covering ancient Himalayan architecture, recent projects, and restoration and the new directions in building and crafts, the photographer and author demonstrate the tremendous vitality, range, and potential of Himalayan forms and design. Features exquisite examples of vernacular architecture, sacred spaces and interiors found in Tibet, India, Bhutan, and Nepal. Illus. fully in color. 304 pages. Lustre/Roli. 10x10½. Pub. at $49.95  $19.95

6813564 HOLLYWOOD MODERN: Houses of the Stars. By M. Str kaufenhe & A. Hues. This book contains the conception of high celebrity and modern architecture, through the case of twenty four houses designed by illustrious architects, such as Richard Neutra, Frank Lloyd Wright, and Paul R. Williams. Includes gorgeous photos of the houses as well as little seen informal portraits of the stars. 248 pages. Rizzoli. 10½x10½. Pub. at $52.00  $39.95

6865398 THE CALIFORNIA MISSIONS. Text by R.G. Mendoza, photos by M. Levick. The twenty-one missions of California, from San Diego to San Francisco are descriptive histories and studies of pilgrimage for visitors the world over. With lush photography that captures the missions’ details so splendidly, this is the perfect resource for lovers of their strong and simple forms. 256 pages. Rizzoli. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95  $34.95

6821312 PALM BEACH: An Architectural Heritage. By Shellie Labelle et al. This book is an introduction to the most luxurious homes of this elegant seaside enclave. Featuring stunning illustrations that bring the houses to life, the book includes over 250 photographs and measured drawings of interiors, both public and private, of the world's most famous architects and the French Normandy and New England regions. 588 pages. Laurent. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $185.00  $75.95

5663867 THE HISTORIC BARNS OF SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA: Architecture & Preservation, 1750-1900. By Gregory D. Huber. This region is home to an astounding 20,000 standing barns. The author discusses the primary factors that have determined the fundamental structures and architectural forms of the six great barn classifications, including forest resources. Other featured topics include historical aspects of Pennsylvania's history, and the preservation of these magnificent structures. 240 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11½. Pub. at $50.00  PRICE CUT TO $34.95  $24.95


5828007 GREAT HOUSES: Modern Aristocrats. By James Regini. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Rizzoli. 9x13. Pub. at $60.00  $34.95

6840683 PRIVATE HOUSES OF FRANCE: Living with History. By Christiane de Nicolay-Mazy. Photos by F. Hammond. Fully Illus. in color. 296 pages. Flammarion. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $85.00  $34.95


6732437 THE SOUTHERN RUSTIC CABIN. By Emily J. Followill with L. Frederick. Illus. in color. 207 pages. Gibbs Smith. 9x9½. Pub. at $40.00  $11.95
just beginning to understand. Get a tantalizing glimpse beneath our skin—but our bodies are full of extraordinary mysteries that science is only beginning to uncover. This compact reference provides a complete profile for each muscle, clearly showing its origin, insertion, nerve supply, action, the movements that use it, and, where appropriate, suggested exercises that strengthen it. 288 pages.

2793598 DEMYER’S THE NEUROLOGIC EXAMINATION, SEVENTH EDITION. By Jose Biller et al. This 22nd edition provides an up to date, in-depth survey of pediatric medicine unmatched by any other text. With its clear approach to pediatric systems, the text facilitates the diagnosis and treatment of both common and uncommon illnesses. Includes a DVD-ROM with 631 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

2835840 MEDICINE AND HEALING IN THE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN WORLD. Ed. by Demetrios Michaleides. Features 42 essays covering many aspects of medicine in the Mediterranean world during Antiquity and early Byzantine times, bringing together both internationally established specialists on the history of medicine and researchers in the early stages of their career. Illus. 354 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

5736315 CURRENT DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT: PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHABILITATION. By Ian B. Maitin. Maximize your patients’ independence, quality of life, mobility, and functional improvement with this bestselling text. This handbook contains clear guidelines and illustrations to promote an understanding of physical medicine and rehabilitation. Includes timely chapters on sports, trauma, cardiac, and spinal rehabilitation and covers therapeutic exercise and treatment modalities for pain and dysfunction. Well illus. 735 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $88.00


5895579 BASIC & CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY, 13TH EDITION. Ed. by B.G. Katzung & A.J. Trevor. Organized to reflect the course sequence in many pharmacy courses and in integrated curricula, this comprehensive volume covers the important concepts students need to know about the science of pharmacology and its application to clinical practice. Illus., many in color. 216 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $24.99

2812800 THE SAWBONES BOOK: THE Horrifying, Hilarious Road to Modern Medicine. By Sydnee & Justin McElroy. The authors share bizarre highlights from the history of medicine, answering questions such as: how can I hose a patient in the old-fashioned way? How is there anything it can’t cure? Can I lose weight by swallowing a tape worm? How likely am I to spontaneously burst into flames? Does chocolate have medicinal properties? Plus other absurdities. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $24.99

**Business**


**6757294 THE ART OF LEADING COLECTIVELY: Co-Creating a Socially, Just Future.** By Petra Kuenkel. 290 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95


**6757393 PARACHUTING CATS INTO BORNEO: And Other Lessons from the Orange Cats & the White Horses.** By J. Capry. 176 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT to $1.95

**662224 WHEEL & DEAL.** Fully illus. in color. 316 pages. Gingko Press. 8x7¼x1½”. Pub. at $39.95 $4.95


**5686243 THE HEAD GAME.** By Philip Mudd. 266 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

**Computer Books**

**6912524 CODING FOR PARENTS: Everything You Need to Know to Confidently Help with Homework.** By Frazer Wilson. A guide enabling you to help with your offspring’s coding homework. Takes you through the basics, from elementary to intermediate, building a foundation of knowledge of key concepts, terminology, and techniques. Made clear in simple English and accompanied by functional diagrams and illustrations. 208 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**6585977 CREATE YOUR OWN WEBSITE THE EASY WAY.** By Alannah Moore. Whether you need a personal site, an online portfolio to showcase your work, or a complex webstore with customized features, you can build it yourself without having to code. design, or spend a lot of money and this guide will show you how. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. ILEX. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**575724X RASPBERRY PI: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets!** By Thorrn Klosowski. A look at the Raspberry Pi models available and which is right for you. Advice on setting up your device and the hardware and software you need. Tips on getting the most out of the Pi, installing Linux and using the command line. Lessons for creating cool things, like a mini PC, a home security system, a streaming internet radio, and more. Illus. 380 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**5495261 HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH YOUTUBE.** By Brad & Debra Schepp. E-commerce experts present a complete guide to using YouTube for fun and profit, explaining how to plan, create, and share videos; what makes a video clear in simple English and accompanied by rough sketches, interviews and more. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**2802880 THE CYBER ATTACK SURVIVAL MANUAL.** By N. Selby & H. Vescott. From identity theft to the digital apocalypse, this comprehensive practical guide provides you with the tools you need to protect your family, your privacy, your finances, and your reputation from an array of cyber threats. Covers many more. Illus. in color. 240 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.01 $9.95

**2870610 WINDOWS 10 FOR SENIORS IN EASY STEPS, 3RD EDITION.** By Michael Price. Written with older citizens in mind, this fully revised edition takes you through the essentials, a step at a time: personalize Windows 10 to suit your needs; find and use the key features of Windows 10 on your Windows device; access and download apps for staying in touch, watching movies, sharing photos, and more. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**2889903 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO DRONES, 2ND EDITION.** By Adam Juniper. Explains how to develop a drone of your choosing and which one you should choose. It even includes complete instructions to build both a simple drone and a super fast FPV racer yourself. Whether you’re flying indoors or out, buying an off-the-shelf kit, building a more advanced drone, or building everything. Well illus. in color. 160 pages.

**6813038 STREET FIGHTER X TETEKEN ARTWORKS.** Ed. by Ash Paulsen. Street Fighter and Tekken series’ storied art director Kazuya Mishima and Nima Williams. The most memorable cast of your favorite fighters in a tag battle dream match for the ages! Collects spectacular artwork behind this historic crossover. Inside you’ll find character sketches, rough sketches, interviews and more. 192 pages. UDON Entertainment. 8x11¼”. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

**6937136 CODING GAMES IN PYTHON.** By Craig Steele et al. From absolute beginners to confident coders can jump right into this guide and start building a whole arcade of perplexing puzzles, challenging strategy games, and more with step by step instructions. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**6944550 HOW TO DO EVERYTHING WITH WINDOWS XP, THIRD EDITION.** By Curt Sittenfield. Progresses from the common power user to the advanced user, presenting a complete guide to the versatile features available in Windows XP with the help of this step by step guide. Explains how to customize settings, operate and maintain hardware, use all the software properly, connect to the Internet, set up a home network, play games, and more. Illus. 407 pages. Osborne. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

**2859785 AQI: How People and Machines Are Smarter Together.** By N. Poison & J. Scott. Two leading data scientists show us how to make sense of the accelerating trends in artificial intelligence. Along the way you will meet a fascinating cast of historical characters who have a lot to say about data, probability, and better thinking. Illus. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

**3627195 WINDOWS 10 FOR SENIORS.** Get acquainted with Windows 10 step by step with the new Start Menu, desktop, folders and files, search, email programs, web browsing, social media, peak, where to buy and build your PC, managing your PC, multiple accounts, personalization, and more. Fully illus. in color. 312 pages. Visual Steps. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $16.95

**2015734 THE HARDWARE HACKER: Adventures in Making & Breaking Hardware.** By Andrew Huang. The author shares his experiences manufacturing electronics and developing open hardware, in a collection of personal essays that is sure to intrigue. Offers the reader a rare look inside the mind of the world’s most esteemed hackers, making it a must read for aspiring hardware hackers. Illus. 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**2790386 PYTHON IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION.** By Mike McGrath. Written in plain English with easy to follow step by step instructions, this fully illustrated guide doesn’t just tell you how to do it, it shows you how. Essentials covered include Python language basics, object oriented programming (OOP), GUI scripting to handle web form data, and more. 192 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**2826313 LINUX IN EASY STEPS, 6TH EDITION.** By Mike McGrath. Explains the Linux environment and how to get more out of this popular free operating system. Written in plain English, this friendly guide will follow you step by step through the essentials, providing you with the confidence to make Linux your own. Illus. 380 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/673
Computer Books

2807807 7 A WORLD WITHOUT “WHOM”: The Essential Guide to Language in the BuzzFeed Age. By Emmy J. Favilla. BuzzFeed’s Copy Chief rules of writing for the age of social media, memes, emojis, and web slang. With wry cleverness and uncanny intuition, she argues that a world without stringent literary rules is a place where the joy of discovery, cleverly inspired, and politically aware. 392 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95


2839911 DEEP THINKING: Where Machine Intelligence Ends and Human Creativity Begins. By Garry Kasparov with M. Greenwald. Reveals the astonishing side of the story of the watershed moment when a supercomputer, Deep Blue, beat the author, reigning human champion, at chess. Kasparov shows how humanity can rise to new heights with the help of our most extraordinary creations, rather than fear them. 287 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

2775153 CROWDFUNDING SCENARIOS EXPAINED. By Delmar C. Gillette. A quick guide to taxation and regulations individuals understand the concept of crowdfunding (GoFundMe, Kickstarter) and its long history. It also provides guidelines on how and why proceeds could be taxable, along with presenting several true life stories and creative projects. 86 pages. Morgan James. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


2804476 SMART HOMES IN EASY STEPS. By Nick Vandome. This guide takes the mystery out of all the elements that are required to set up a Smart Home securely. It illustrates the key elements required to make your home smart, digital devices, digital voice assistants, and apps, and shows how to link them all. This guide will transform your home into a Smart Home. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


2787458 ROBOT. By Laura Buller et al. From giant fighting robots to nanobots that can work inside the human body, this volume explores the latest technology transforming our world. The robot revolution is here! Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Workman. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

6962270 ROBOTS: The 500-Year Quest to Make Machines Human. Ed. by Ben Russell et al. Features a astonishing array of robotic artifacts from around the world, including robots invented, invented, constructed, and crafted. The authors aim to show us that the future robots will continue to complement and augment the human body, not replace it. Fully illus., most in color. 176 pages. Scala. 9¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $55.00 $39.95

571365X IPAD ALL-IN-ONE FOR DUMMIES, 6TH EDITION. By Nancy C. Muir. Well illus. in color. 528 pages. Wiley. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $6.95


Mathematics

286780X GEOMETRY: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By S. Bhat & R. Dayton. Mastering geometry and the use of theoretical proofs. Covers why you develop spatial logic, and methodical problem solving. This guide gives you the basic elements, the fundamentals of writing proofs, the applications of triangles, and the principles of congruence to determine area and volume. 340 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

284902X ARMCHAIR ALGEBRA: Everything You Need to Know, from Integers to Equations. By Michael Williams. Takes you on a tour of the development of algebra and mathematics, and on the way you will meet fascinating figures and ideas from around the world. You’ll find everything you need to know about algebra, from its origins to the present day, and its applications. 176 pages. Chartwell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

2871424 NUMBER-CRUNCHING SUDOKU. By James W. Liber. Just like the traditional sudoku that solvers love, these grids go from 1 to 9, and each number appears only once in each row, column, and box. The twist: you need to crunch the numbers according to the math signs in the grid! Solutions provided. 128 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

6906214 SIGNIFICANT FIGURES: The Lives and Work of Great Mathematicians. By Ian Stewart. The author introduces the visionaries of mathematics throughout history. Delving into the lives of twenty-five pioneering mathematicians, Stewart examines the roles they played in creating, inventing, and discovering the mathematics we use today. This volume will educate and delight aspiring mathematicians and experts alike. 352 pages. Photos. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95


6906026 SNEAKY MATH: A Graphic Primer with Projects. By Cy Tymony. A graphics-filled primer with easy to make projects designed for maximum clarity and accessibility. It answers the question: “What can I do with this right now?” by plunging into practical activities that you’ll want to do and share. 176 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/673
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2878779 TEACH YOURSELF CALCULUS: A Complete Introduction. By Hugh Neill. This accessible and easy-to-use guide will help you discover all the key ideas in calculus; understand important terms and concepts; explore worked examples; and test yourself with practice questions. 351 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

5698901 THE FORMULA: How Algorithms Solve All Our Problems...and Create More. By Luke Dormehl. What if everything in life could be reduced to a simple formula—which partners we should marry, which films will be the biggest hits at the box office, and even who is most likely to die? The process of making the world more describable depends on mathematical algorithms. This book offers an illuminating, fascinating, and accessible look at the mathematics behind the formulas that we use to understand the world. 376 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

4768920 THE HUMONGOUS BOOK OF GEOMETRY PROBLEMS. By W. Michael Kelley. With 1,000 problems, all of the major players are here: parallel and perpendicular lines, triangles, quadrilaterals and other polygons, the Pythagorean theorem, congruent and similar triangles, area and volume, and circles. Comprehensive solutions are provided. Illus. 575 pages. Alpha. 8½ x10⅜. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

2836904 THE HUMONGOUS BOOK OF BASIC MATH & PRE-ALGEBRA PROBLEMS. By W. Michael Kelley. With over 800 problems, all the major players are here: basic binary operations, inequalities, factors, fractions, decimals, percentages, exponents, roots and radicals, variables, linear equations, basic geometry, weights and measures, basic statistics, and more. Comprehensive solutions are provided. Illus. 477 pages. Alpha. 8½x10⅜. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

2836939 THE HUMONGOUS BOOK OF TRIGONOMETRY PROBLEMS. By W. Michael Kelley. Well the only way to learn is to solve more problems. Calculus is supposed to be tough, but what is this mammoth work all about, provides, but with a big difference: really detailed answers, extra explanations to make even the most baffling concepts perfectly clear, and many more. Solutions are provided. Illus. 454 pages. Alpha. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

5984297 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO CALCULUS, SECOND EDITION. By W. Michael Kelley. This guide includes a comprehensive review section that prepares you to tackle calculus, clear, detailed explanations of differential equations, sequences and series, a wide range of interesting practice problems, solutions, a useful glossary, and more. Illus. 336 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
6970699 WHAT COLOUR IS THE SUN? By Brian Clegg. Test your knowledge of all things scientific with the biggest mind-bending collection of questions this side of the Big Bang. The 100 brain-melting puzzles and answers also include entertaining explanations, 240 pages. Icon. Paperback. $4.95

6915235 SCIENCE YEAR BY YEAR: A Visual History, from Stone Tools to Space Travel. By Clive Gifford et al. This incredible time-line of science, in 3 million years ago to the present, featuring information of great scientific breakthroughs and inventors, on key events, and on fascinating facts and figures. Learn the extraordinary story of the scientific theories and discoveries that have transformed our world. Fully illustrated in color. 628 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. $30.00


5929486 PEOPLE AND THE SKY: Our Ancestors and the Cosmos. By Anthony Aveni. Few people today can accurately identify the stars and constellations or the phases of the moon, but our forebears had an intimate relationship with the heavens. This volume explores how ancient hunters, farmers, sailors, rulers and storytellers were all once cosmically grounded. Illus. 252 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95


2699489 AGAINST THEIR WILL: The Secret History of Medical Experimentation on Children in Cold War America. By Allen M. Hornblum et al. During the peak of the Cold War, thousands of children in hospitals, orphanages, and mental asylums became the subjects of experimental studies. Based on 30 years of research this is the first comprehensive history of how the medical establishment used institutionalized children as guinea pigs. Photos. Illus. 420 pages. Viking. Pub. at $31.00

2807203 CAESAR’S LAST BREATH: Decoding the Secrets of the Air Around Us. By Sam Kean. With every breath, you literally inhale the history of the world. Tracing the origins and ingredients of our atmosphere, Kean reveals how the alchemy of air reshaped our continents, steered human progress, powered revolutions, and continues to influence everything we do. Illus. 373 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $28.00

6990037 VOYAGING IN STRANGE SEAS: The Great Revolution in Science. By David Knight. Ideas, experiments, characters, conflicts and achievements—all come to life in this account of the development of science in the 18th century. Knight’s landmark history takes us on the great voyage of discovery that ushered in the modern age. 329 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

695622X EVERYTHING YOU KNOW ABOUT SCIENCE IS WRONG. By Matt Brown. From basic pseudoscience to phenomena of space and scientific misquotes, Brown will shatter the illusions you have held since childhood and demystify this most baffling of sciences. Illustrated. 296 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00

5996910 HOMO DEUS: A Brief History of Tomorrow. By Yuval Noah Harari. Specializations on the future typically assume that tomorrow will look much like today. Harari argues that we face a range of alternative possibilities: the way humans have treated animals is a good indicator of how upgraded humans will treat us; democracy and the free market will collapse; authority will shift to networked algorithms; there will be a change in machines. Illus. most in color. 449 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00

278002X ACCESSORY TO WAR: The Unspoken Alliance Between Astrophysics and the Military. By N.D. Tyson & A. Lang. Spanning early celestial navigation to satellite-enabled warfare, this fascinating volume is a richly researched and provocative examination of the intersection of science, technology, industry and power that will introduce another dimension of how the universe has shaped our lives and our world. 576 pages. Norton. Pub. at $38.00

6829595 MAIER’S ATLANTA FUGIENS: Source of an Alchemical Book of Emblems. By H.M.E. de Jong. Translates the mottos and epigrams of the original 50 emblems in 17th-century alchemist Michael Maier’s Atlantea Fugiens, and provides a summary of both Maier’s exposition and a commentary on each emblem. The author also includes an additional 30 alchemical engravings that explain her research. Illus. 461 pages. Nicolas-Hays. Pub. at $80.00

682661X THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD—SO FAR. By Lawrence M. Krauss. A grand poetic vision of the universe that at its core, is about the best of what it means to be human. An epic history of our ultimately purposeless universe that addresses the question: Why are we here? Illus. 322 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $17.00

6864551 TIME TRAVEL: A History. By James Gleick. A mind-bending exploration of time travel—from its origins in literature and science to the real-time understanding of its nature at time itself. Gleick explores physics, technology, philosophy, and as art as relates to time travel and tells the story of the concept’s cultural evolution. 332 pages. Vintage. Paperback. $17.00

6826830 THE POETICS OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND. By Claire Preston. Illus. 293 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $95.00


6762468 ATOM. By Piers Bizony. 16 pages of photos. 206 pages. Icon. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


6770274 CRADLE OF CHEMISTRY: The Early Years of Chemistry at the University of Edinburgh. By Robert G.W. Anderson. 198 pages. John Donald. Paperback. $6.95


Science & Invention

693827X DID THOMAS CRAPPER REALLY INVENT THE TOILET? By Catherine O’Doherty. With a keen curiosity and a bit of wit, the author offers up a fascinating account of the world’s most famous, yet highly incredible, and the curious history behind. Illustrated. 156 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

LIMTED QUANTITY 2850648 THE IRON INDUSTRY. By Richard Hayman. The defining element of the Industrial Revolution was iron. This work charts the growth of iron making from the Middle Ages to the invention of mass-produced steel in the nineteenth century. This volume is a truly comprehensive account of one of the most important industries of recent centuries. Well illus., most in color. 64 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6555289 EIGHTH CENTURY-AGE OF THE GUILLOTINE. By N.D. Tyson & A. Lang. Specializations on the future typically assume that tomorrow will look much like today. Harari argues that we face a range of alternative possibilities: the way humans have treated animals is a good indicator of how upgraded humans will treat us; democracy and the free market will collapse; authority will shift to networked algorithms; there will be a change in machines. Illus. most in color. 449 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00
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6881688 THE FIREFLIES BOOK. By Brett Ortler. Watching fireflies, is a summertime tradition. Bring back those childhood memories as you learn more about these delightful insects. Includes fun facts about fireflies, such as the different flashing patterns for various species. An engaging text explains the science behind fireflies, including how they light up. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

6877279 THE MOSQUITO BOOK. By Brett Ortler. Everyone’s had a summer evening ruined by mosquitoes. Learn what really works to prevent that irritation. This guide contains everything you need to understand and avoid mosquitoes. Includes a review of recommended repellents and products, a simple introduction to the science of mosquitoes and mosquito borne diseases. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

160 pages. Storey. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

5549124 BUILD YOUR OWN BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT. By Tony Pisano. This guide, a table saw, and a few other common tools and materials are all you need to build housing to protect your bees. Includes plans for hive boxes, supers and hives, installing electric fencing, and plans for building jigs that make assembling frames and installing foundations a snap. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6876897 WEB WATCHING: A Guide to Webs & the Spiders That Make Them. By Larry Weber. This guide to over 40 species of spiders and their webs, which are discussed in detail, will help you untangle the mysteries of spider webs and demystify the many purposes of silk. The author also explains the complex process of building a giant orb web. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


6885972 INSECTS & BUGS OF NORTH AMERICA. By Jaret C. Daniels. A simple and informative guide to the vast numbers of bugs that are generally found, such as at lights or on flowers, with a fascinating introduction to insect anatomy. Fully illus. in color. Adventure Publications. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

6850527 OUR NATIVE BEES: North America’s Endangered Pollinators and the Fight to Save Them. By Sanford & R.E. Bonney. The compelling story of North America’s native bees, the species essential to our ecosystems and food supplies. Filled the author’s discoveries, both sobering and hopeful, this volume offers a rare explanation of the key role bees so crucial to our survival. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $18.95

6826482 INSECTS: An Edible Field Guide. By Stefan Gates. Covering over 70 edible bugs from all over the globe, this comprehensive field guide tells you all you need to know to start eating the world’s most prolific protein resource. 144 pages. Ebury. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

6825988 STOREY’S GUIDE TO KEEPING HONEY BEEs, SECOND EDITION. By M.T. Sanford & R.E. Bonney. From caring for a rooftop hive, a few bee boxes in your backyard, or a large scale apiary, this is the only reference you’ll need. Learn how to house your bees in all seasons; manage your colony’s nutrition; maintain an effective pest management schedule; prevent disease; and more. Well illus. in color. 212 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

28020013 LEARNING TO SEE: The World of Insects. Travel to Colombia with photographer Robert Oelman, who leaves his psychological career behind to pursue his greatest passion—photography. Journey through the vanishing rain forests of the Amazon Basin as Oelman takes striking images of insect species never before recorded. 69 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2862034 THE BEE: A Natural History. By Noah Wilson-Rich et al. A comprehensive exploration of the bee and an illustrated look at the critical role bees play in the life of our planet. These workaholics have eyes with more than 6,000 separate lenses, bodies so hairy that they use static charges to attract pollen, and the capacity to communicate by dancing. 224 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

2813793 INNÆMABLE INSECTS: The Story of the Most Diverse and Myriad Animals on Earth. By Michael S. Engel. To date, there have discovered and described over 1.1 million insect species, and thousands of new species are added to the ranks every year. This magnificent volume tells the incredible story of these innumerable animals. With more than 180 illustrations, anyone who picks up this workaholics will discover a world down to its tiniest detail. 214 pages. Sterling. 9½x10¼. Paper bound. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

2848740 HONEY BEE HOBBYIST, 2ND EDITION: The Care and Keeping of Bees. By Richard E. Bonney. This comprehensive handbook you’ll find: detailed instructions for hobby beekeeping; basics of honey bee anatomy, behavior, and reproduction; effective sting-prevention strategies, how to monitor hive conditions and deal with bee disease; and updated information on beekeeping in urban environments. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. CompanionHouse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

6814835 ATTRACTING NATIVE POLLINATORS: Protecting North America’s Bees and Butterflies. By the Xerces Society. Bees, wasps, butterflies, moths, flies, and some beetles pollinate more than 70 percent of flowering plants, but North America’s native pollinating insects face threats to their survival and habitat. This guide offers a complete action plan for protecting these industrious animals. 372 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

6742238 PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO MOTHS OF NORTHEASTERN NORTH AMERICA. By O. Biddle & S. Leckie. There is startling variety among them. This guide provides everything an amateur or experienced moth watcher needs: tips on identifying and attracting moths; range maps; season graphs showing at a glance when and where to find each species; and more. Well illus. in color. 612 pages. Houghton Mifflin. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.00 $21.95

2836688 BEGINNING BEEKEEPING: Everything You Need to Make Your Hive Thrive! By Tanya Phillips. Learn the history of beekeeping, how a hive works, and what to do during specific seasons with this photographic guide. You’ll also discover how to harvest honey, wax and other hive products; protect your bees from adverse weather, invasive pests and other threats; and troubleshoot techniques for common and difficult problems. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

2815869 THE BEEKEEPER’S HANDBOOK, FOURTH EDITION. By D. Sammataro & A. Avitabile. This fourth edition has been thoroughly redesigned, expanded, updated, and reviewed. It incorporates the latest information on Colony Collapse Disorder, green IPM methods, regional overwintering protocols, and procedures for handling bees and managing disease pests and pests. Illus. 308 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95
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★ 2782774 THE HONEY FACTORY: Inside the Ingenious World of Bees. By J. Tautz & D. Steen. Bees might look like seething anarchy at first glance, but bees know exactly what they’re doing. The universe of the bee is an intricately organized, delicately balanced ecosystem. This study plunges into the invisible life of a bee colony and uncovers the secrets of this fascinating world. 277 pages. BlackInc. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

2838176 THE BEE BOOK. By Fergus Chadwick et al. Offers remarkable insights into the world of bees, and shows how we can support and enjoy them in our daily lives. Fully illus. in color. 221 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00 $11.95

★ 6861792 BUTTERFLIES OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST. By R.M. Feye & C.G. Labar. This comprehensive book for the butterfly enthusiast describes more than 200 of the region’s most common and distinctive butterflies; offers nearly 200 range maps; and covers Oregon, Washington, and adjacent areas of British Columbia, Idaho, and California. Fully illus. in color. 462 pages. Timber. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

Fishing & Hunting

★ 6846416 THE TRAPPER’S BIBLE: The Most Complete Guide to Trapping and Handling Tips Ever. By Hazard Livingston. Offers a vintage collection of tips, tactics, and anecdotes, taken from some of the utmost authorities on the trapping profession circa early 1900s. From a complete listing of steel traps to constructing a variety of deadfalls, pens, traps, and more, it then takes you through the ins and outs of trapping, including practical how-to instructions and personal stories and letters from real trappers. Illus. 383 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. At $34.95 $24.95

★ 2881934 OUTDOOR LIFE HOW TO HUNT EVERYTHING. Ed. by Andrew McLean. The magazine’s top experts share amazing tales from the field and provide detailed advice on gear, tactics, and techniques for hunting hundreds of the world’s most desirable game animals. Outdoor Life’s pro tips will help you target the best one yet—no matter where in the world it takes place. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $40.00 $6.95

6736703 SHOOTER’S BIBLE GUIDE TO AR-15S, 2ND EDITION. By D. Howell & R. Manning. Here, inside the most comprehensive source available, is Howlett and Manning’s expert approach to everything from the world of AR-15s. Whether you’re looking for a back-to-basics approach to firearms safety, or the latest and greatest in what’s available in AR-15s, this guide has it. Illus. 256 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. At $31.95 $19.95


6762492 BEES: A Natural History. By Christopher O’Toole. Illus. in color. 240 pages. Firefly. 9x14¼. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

6660798 BUTTERFLIES: Messages from Psyche. By Philip Howse. 192 pages. Papadakis. 9½x11¼. Paperbound. PRICE CUT TO $4.95

★ 6785298 UNDERBUG: An Obsessive Tale of Termites and Other Insects. By Christopher O’Toole. Well illus. in color. 234 pages. Stoney-Wolf. DVD $24.95

6753520 HUNTING DANGEROUS GAME: True Tales from Around the World. Ed. by Vin T. Pham. After reading this book, you will be fascinated by how it feels to track down a rogue elephant, survive a grizzly attack, face a charging buffalo, and drive an arrow into a brown bear at 20 feet. These classic tales will be sure to make you a bit more apprehensive next year when you hunt the deep woods. 148 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. At $15.99 $4.95

284205X THEODORE ROOSEVELT ON HUNTING. Ed. by Lamar Underwood. Excerpts from Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, The Wilderness Hunter, and African Game Trails, in which Roosevelt reveals detailed hunts that were incredible journeys of both pursuit and discovery. 413 pages. Trade. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $44.95 $24.95

★ 6790197 THE NRA STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO GUN SAFETY: How to Safely Care for, Use, and Share Your Firearms. By Richard Sapp. Safety is fundamental to all shooting activities. Whether you’re practicing at the range, hunting in the field, or cleaning your gun in your workshop, the rules of firearms safety always apply. In this useful and practical guidebook, you’ll learn essential firearms safety, including loading, handling, cleaning, storing, transporting, and more. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

6959335 CITIZEN’S GUIDE TO ARMED DEFENSE. By Kevin R. Davis. Today millions are purchasing guns for their personal safety, but owning a firearm is only part of the equation. Here, a veteran and working police officer covers the rest, including effective operation, effects of stress on performance, laws of self-defense and deadly force and more. Photos. 295 pages. Paperbound. At $27.99 $5.95

5735568 PREPPER GUNS: Firearms, Ammo, Tools, and Techniques You Will Need to Survive the Coming Collapse. By Bryce M. Towsley. Explores, in depth, every aspect of survival guns from long-range sniper rifles to hideout pocket pistols, including which to choose and which not to buy, and why. Breaks down why the guns you choose are the most important aspect of prepping and why they are more important than medicine, or even survival skills. 255 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

5697441 THE HANDLOADER’S MANUAL OF CARTRIDGE CONVERSIONS, FOURTH EDITION. By John J. & Judy Donnelly. Offers the handloader all the physical data, how-to designs, tools, and drawings needed to easily obtainable materials into over 1,000 different rifle and pistol cartridge cases, ranging from the obsolete patterns to modern, centerfire handloads. The author has a complete one-stop guide for creating personalized cartridges. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8x11¼. Paperbound. At $29.95 $8.95

6735117 THE FLY-FISHER’S CRAFT: The Art and History. By Darrel Martin. Whether you’re looking for a back-to-basics approach to fly tying or a better understanding of its history, this is the book for you. Includes a complete volume to the intriguing history of the AR to breaking down the weapon piece by piece, choosing ammunition, and even building your own gun. Illus. in color. 230 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Paperbound. At $19.99 $6.95

6980414 MY LIFE WAS THIS BIG: And Other Trapping Tales. By C.F. Kreh. Brilliant fisherman, instructor, and public speaker Kreh offers readers on an angling journey through the last half century, when water was big and fishermen were even bigger. An intimate glimpse into the heart and soul of the man who has written for nearly every outdoor magazine in the United States. Photos. 262 pages. Weldon Owen. 8½x11½. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95


5810177 THE FLY-FISHER’S ANATOMY: trout, showing where and when to catch them, fish, stream, and bass, trophy walleyes, huge trout, and more in your home waters; and how to plan your vacation, with a list of the all-time favorite fishing spots. Covering more than 100 species, Fully illus. in color. Weldon Owen. Paperbound. At $29.00 $9.95
Fishing & Hunting

**6899898 ARTFUL PROFILES OF TROUT, CHAR, SALMON AND THE CLASSIC FLIES THAT CATCH THEM.** By Dave & Emily Whitlock. Discovery offers a wealth of information consolidated by an experienced and devoted angler. This resource is packed with tried and true tips, tactics, and techniques presented alongside colorful illustrations by the author himself. A must-have for anyone with an interest in fishing.


**2849542 THE PREDATOR AND VARMINT HUNTER’S GUIDEBOOK.** By Patrick Meitlin. Teaches you about the many different varmints and predators available to hunt around the country, in addition to the best methods, rifles, ammunition, and more, to employ for hunting success. Well illus. in color. 271 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**6893892 9MM: Guide to America’s Most Popular Caliber.** By Robert A. Sadowski. Covers the history of 9mm development plus the state of the art in handgun, submachine guns, and carbines that fire the cartridge. You’ll learn about reloading the 9mm cartridge plus get the author’s 9mm handgun bucket list. Well illus. 270 pages. Gun Digest Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**6607217 INSTINCTIVE SHOOTING FOR DEFENSE & COMBAT THE ISRAELI METHOD.** By Fabrizio Cornoll with the SDU Team. Takes an in-depth look at the techniques, characteristics, and philosophy of the Israeli school of combat shooting. The objective is not to teach, to propagate, or “sell” the Israeli Method, but rather to illustrate it, clear up misconceptions, and answer specific questions regarding the philosophy and scientific processes that came from a deep personal experience in the field. Fully illus. 230 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $21.95

**2828359 SHOULD THE TENT BE BURNING LIKE THAT? A Professional Amatuer’s Guide to the Outdoors.** By Bill Heavey. Experience Heavey’s triumphs and failures as a suburban dad, who happens to love hunting and fishing, in this collection of humorous stories. He nearly drowns attempting to fish the pond inside the cloverleaf off an Interstate Highway near the White House, and rents and crashes a 44 foot houseboat on a river in Florida. Fully illus. 263 pages. Row. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**2847787 SHOULD THE TENT BE BURNING LIKE THAT? A Professional Amatuer’s Guide to the Outdoors.** By Bill Heavey. Gathers together a wide range of Heavey’s best columns and publications. Whatever the subject, his humorous tales and advice are not only entertaining but also more important than skill, and a testament to the enduring power of the natural world. 263 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

**7730911 THE HUNTER’S WAY: A Guide to the Heart and Soul of Hunting.** By Craig Raleigh. With a keen appreciation for both the natural and outdoor appreciation, Raleigh, a longtime hunter and fisherman, takes readers on a meditative journey into the psyche of a hunter. He leads his readers into the lush forests and backwoods of this ancient ritual to explain and reflect on its perennial importance.

187 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**2782375 AK-47: Survival and Evolution of the World’s Most Prolific Gun.** By Marco Vorböiev. Teills of the AK-47’s history, design and dissemination throughout the world, and how it survived both inside political pressures and constant competition from newer military firearm designs. Inside this richly illustrated reference you’ll find useful technical and historical information, and more! 271 pages. Gun Digest in paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

**6749976 GUN DIGEST SHOOTER’S GUIDE TO AKS.** By Marco Vorböiev. A former member of an elite Soviet Spetsnazy unit and an avid AK-47 historian, Vorböiev offers a detailed look into the design, development, operation and maintenance of the most prolific firearm of all time. Fully illus. 254 pages. Gun Digest Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

**6738631 GUN DIGEST BOOK OF CENTERFIRE RIFLES ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY, 4TH EDITION.** By Kevin Muramatsu. Shooters, gunsmiths and collectors alike will find the revised version of this handy gun disassembly guide an essential reference for taking apart and putting back together today’s most popular centerfire rifles for maintenance and cleaning. This resource now covers 87 models and more than 400 variants! Fully illus. 687 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**DVD 6683619 PISTOL 1: Practical Firearm Selection for Homeowners or Experienced Learners.** Places viewers inside the firearms training environment with J.D. Williamson, a U.S. Navy SEAL Chief with over 30 years of Special Operations, Tactical Firearms, Law Enforcement, and Personal Protection experience. Covers cover safety, equipment and gear; pistol and pistol selection; and more. MyXSEAL. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**DVD 2688149 AMERICAN HUNTER.** Widescreen. True to the American spirit—men, women and families across the country share a connection with nature and the cycles of life. This documentary series shares the history of hunting and highlighting the patriots who make the country great. 166 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**6869157 THE ART OF THE FISHING FLY.** By Tony Lollis, photos by B. Curtis. A beautifully illustrated reference that provides insight into an appreciation of the lore and art of the fly. Lollis profiles 80 flies in four major divisions of patterns—Atlantic Salmon, Trout, Saltwater, and Warm Water. Find practical information on equipment and instruction by three experts for tying a fly. 226 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**767301X CHOOSING HANDGUN AMMO: The Facts That Matter Most for Self-Defense.** By Patrick Sweeney. A comprehensive reference that addresses everything a shooter needs to know about selecting ammunition that includes in-depth testing of over 300 rounds from a variety of makers giving you the data you need to make smart decisions when selecting concealed carry, home defense and personal protection guns and ammunition. Illus. 285 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

**6554515 GUN DIGEST BOOK OF SUPPRESSORS.** By Patrick Sweeney. This comprehensive guide to suppressors addresses the topics of safety, legality, price, and functionality. Offers extensive coverage of available options and prices, and expert advice on the selection, mounting, use, and maintenance of suppressors on handguns, rifles, and shotguns. Fully illus. 254 pages. Gun Digest Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6557600 BIG BOOK OF BALLEISTICS.** By Philip P. Massaro. An expert lifts the veil on the physics of firearms and ammunition, explaining interoperability, exit wounds, and terminal ballistics in English and technical language. He offers details on choosing the best ammunition; successful long-range shooting principles; the terminal ballistics of hunting, target and self-defense bullets; and more. Includes 336 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**2797194 THE FLY TYING ARTIST: Creative Patterns for Common Hatches.** By Rick Takahashi. A collection of Takahashi’s most effective fly designs focusing on time efficient, easy to tie designs, and terminal ballistics in English and technical language. He presents his favorite fly designs covering the range of trout fly design possibilities and the major hatches. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**6865519 THE AMERICAN FISHERMAN.** By W. Robertson & W. Doyle. This celebration of fish, anglers, and our country’s treasured wild places traces fishing’s astonishing impact on the United States and its people, from the nation’s settlement and founding to its economic growth and even our creativity and faith. Illus. 300 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

PRICE CUT TO $3.95
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- **SOLD OUT**
- **SHOOT TO WIN, 2ND EDITION:** Training for the New Pistol, Rifle, and Shotgun Shooter. By Chris Cheng. An excellent guide for beginning shooters. Cheng focuses on the basics and ammunition of pistols, rifles, and shotguns, marksmanship fundamentals, and buying a firearm. He also covers dry fire practice, firearm accessories; storing your firearm, cleaning and maintaining your gun, and much more. Illus. in color. 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

- **$6787038**
  - **SHOOT TO WIN:** SHOOT TO WIN, 2ND EDITION: Training for the New Pistol, Rifle, and Shotgun Shooter. By Chris Cheng. An excellent guide for beginning shooters. Cheng focuses on the basics and ammunition of pistols, rifles, and shotguns, marksmanship fundamentals, and buying a firearm. He also covers dry fire practice, firearm accessories; storing your firearm, cleaning and maintaining your gun, and much more. Illus. in color. 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

- **$6789382**

- **$5852110**
  - **HARDCORE CATFISHING:** Beyond the Basics. By Keith Cattfish. "Sutton. Well illus. in color. 179 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **$5646650**

- **$5659589**
  - **AR-15 SKILLS & DRILLS:** Learn to Run Your AR Like a Pro. By Philip Wylie. "222 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound." **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

- **$5701999**
  - **GUN DIGEST SHOOTER'S GUIDE TO SHOTGUN GAMES:** By Nick Silsey. Well illus. in color. 251 pages. Gun Digest Books. Pub. at $19.99

- **$5738119**
  - **BLADE'S GUIDE TO MAKING KNIVES, 3RD EDITION:** Ed. by Joe Kertzman. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Krause. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**Marine Mammals, Fish & Reptiles**

- **3019572**
  - **THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FISH: A Complete Visual Guide.** Ed. by John Bruce et al. From massive sharks to diminutive gobies, there are more than 20,000 different species of fish. This lavishly illustrated collection offers a detailed overview of one of the world's most fascinating groups of animals. 240 pages. Weldon Owen. 8x10½. **LIMITED QUANTITY 278632X**

- **2675654**
  - **WHAT REPTILE? A Buyer's Guide for Reptiles and Amphibians.** By Chris Mattison. Lavishly illustrated with over 400 color pictures, this informative title offers readers exceptional guidance for choosing and caring for more than 150 diverse species of reptiles and amphibians. 208 pages. Barron's. **SOLD OUT**

- **2675682**

- **2675646**
  - **THE JAWS OF DEATH:** Shark as Predator, Man as Prey. By Jon Furman. The definitive chronicle of the dwindling timber rattlesnake. In addition to describing the snake's biology and offering safety tips in case of a bite, it also explores the troubling decline of the northeastern population caused by bounty hunting and the measures being taken to save it. Illus. 207 pages. UFNE. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.45**

- **2675633**
  - **SHARK CITY:** How Sharks Hunt; Sharks; Summer of the Shark; Killer Sharks; Blu-ray 665527X**

- **2675646**
  - **THE JAWS OF DEATH:** Shark as Predator, Man as Prey. By Jon Furman. The definitive chronicle of the dwindling timber rattlesnake. In addition to describing the snake's biology and offering safety tips in case of a bite, it also explores the troubling decline of the northeastern population caused by bounty hunting and the measures being taken to save it. Illus. 207 pages. UFNE. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.45**
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**2708631 HORSES IN ACTION! A Poster Book.** Text by Kathryn Navarra. Galloping through meadows, soaring over obstacles, or bucking off rodeo riders, horses caught in action are exciting to behold. These 30 thrilling, pull-out, full-color posters will delight young horse lovers with their 30x22 size, 30 striking images, and 30 informative captions. Includes an index. 30x22. Price Cut to $5.95.

**2151281 THE BIG BOOK OF SMALL EQUINES.** By J. Robb & J. Westmark. A celebration of the mini and the Shetland, offering a fascinating look at these small horses and their accomplishments. Includes the continuing growth of the breeds’ popularity. Owners and other devotees share delightful stories about their bond with their pets through “member of the family” anecdotes. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $19.95. 

**693112X THE HORSE: Passion, Beauty, Splendor, Strength.** By Elaine Walker. The special relationship that exists between people and horses has spanned many thousands of years. Just what is it about this particular animal that makes the horse such a unique relationship? This volume reveals the exceptional nature and unrivaled spirit of the horse, including superb color photographs throughout, 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $34.95.

**2862190 GUIDE TO THE MANTA & DEVIL RAYS OF THE WORLD.** By Guy Stevens et al. Provides detailed information on the identification, behavior, and natural history of 28 of the newly described species, and distribution for each species in this family, and is illustrated with more than 200 color photos, drawings, and plates. This guide also contains an expansive introduction to the general taxonomy, biology, and behavior of the group. Color photos. 255 pages. FSG. Paperbound. $16.00.

**6916791 500 FRESHWATER AQUARIUM FISH: A Visual Reference to the Most Popular Species.** Ed. by Greg Jennings. A handy reference to over 500 species of cichlids, catfish, tetras, angelfish, and dottybacks, and distribution for each species in this family, and is illustrated with more than 200 color photos, drawings, and plates. This guide also contains an expansive introduction to the general taxonomy, biology, and behavior of the group. Color photos. 255 pages. FSG. Paperbound. $19.95.


**5979068 SHARKS, RAYS, AND CHIMAERAS OF CALIFORNIA.** By David A. Ebert. 264 pages. UCAP. Paperbound. Pub. at $55.00.

**5979076 SHARKS, RAYS, AND CHIMAERAS OF NORTH AMERICA.** By David A. Ebert. 284 pages. UCAP. Paperbound. Pub. at $85.00.


**5734066 OTHER MINDS: The Octopus, the Sea, and the Deep Origins of Consciousness.** By Peter Godfrey-Smith. It has become clear that a remarkable animal possession of consciousness. This edition includes them all, plus all-new maps and many new and revised color plates. 663 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00.

**5879068 SHARKS, RAY S, AND CHIMAERAS OF CALIFORNIA.** By David A. Ebert. 264 pages. UCAP. Paperbound. Pub. at $55.00.

**5879076 SHARKS, RAYS, AND CHIMAERAS OF NORTH AMERICA.** By David A. Ebert. 284 pages. UCAP. Paperbound. Pub. at $85.00.
Horses & Horsemanship

6867936 MR. DARLEY’S ARABIAN: High Life, Low Life, Sporting Life–A History of Racing in 25 Horses. By Christopher McGrath. Audacious and inspired history of horse racing told through the bone-dry account of twenty-five exceptional steeds. McGrath expertly guides us through three centuries of scandals, adventures and fortunes won and lost with a cast of prominent and colorful characters, from the horse racing scenes in late-eighteenth century England to the present. $29.95

6861709 NATURE, NURTURE AND HORSES: A Journal of Four Dressage Horses–From Birth Through the First Year of Training, By Paul Belaski. Follow along as four young horses—Corsana, Kara, Elsa, and Escarapa—leave their babyhood behind and begin their training for future careers as sport horses, well schooled in the art of classical dressage. Color photos. 150 pages. Trafalgar Square. Pub. at $31.95

6971245 WILD HORSE COUNTRY: The History, Myth, and Future of the Mustang. By David Philipps. The author traces the rich history of wild horses in America and investigates the shocking dilemma they face in our own time. He explores how wild horses became so central to America’s sense of itself, and delves into the hold that wild horses have had on the American imagination. 316 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

2800047 THE HORSEMAN’S GUIDE TO MANAGING LIFESPAN AND CONDITION. By Don Burt. Drawing from decades of familiarity with thousands of horses and horsemen, the author distills and shares his wisdom in a folksy yet insightful style. As Burt tells us in this profound and entertaining reflection on his life and craft, “the horse will tell you everything if you take the time to pay attention.” 138 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

6940188 HORSES DON’T LIE. By Chris Irwin with B. Weber. Based on more than twenty years of working with, training, and observing horses, Irwin explains why the characteristics necessary to developing good relationships with horses can in turn be used to enrich our own lives. Illus. 166 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

6902683 OUT OF THE CLOUDS: The Unlikely Horsemanship of the Unwanted Colt Who Conquered the Sport of Kings. By L. Carroll & D. Rosner. Under Hirsch Jacobs’ tutelage and training, Stymie, a little chestnut thoroughbred, underwent an astonishing transformation and would become history’s biggest bargain. This fascinating volume vividly captures the story of every foal striving for their own piece of the American Dream. Photos. 310 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00

2781298 THE KENTUCKY THOROUGHBRED. By Kent Hollingsworth. The Thoroughbred horse has an unparalleled significance to the State Of Kentucky. The author chronicles and explores this journey through the tales of its most dominant, memorable stallions, recounting the successes and failure of each horse and capturing the lives of their breeders, trainers, owners, and jockeys. Illus. 196 pages. UPK. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6905722 HORSES IN TRANSLATION. By Sharon Wilise. Focuses on learning to “listen” and “talk” to horses in their language, instead of expecting them to comprehend ours. A milestone in the progressive philosophy of horsemanship, helping find positive solutions to behavior and training problems and ultimately to fewer misunderstandings between horses and humans. 240 pages. Trafalgar Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

2884143 GETTING YOUR FIRST HORSE. By Judith Dutson. Buying your first horse is an exciting, but often daunting experience. Make the best possible decisions with the expert guidance you’ll find in this resource. You’ll get answers to all your questions as the author takes you through the buying or leasing process. Well illus., many in color. 167 pages. Storey. 8 1/2x11 1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

5971944 THE ESSENTIAL HOOF BOOK: The Complete Modern Guide to Horse Feet. By S. Kaufmann & C. Cline. The key concepts, easy to follow language, over 400 color photographs, and hands-on advice all come together in this comprehensive volume which will guide you to the tools you need to accurately assess the hoof and keep your horses sound and happy. 300 pages. Trafalgar Square. 11x9 1/4. Spiralbound. Pub. at $39.95

Farm & Domesticated Animals

2869454 THE DAIRY GOAT HANDBOOK: For Backyard, Homestead, and Small Farm. By Ann Starbard. Like many domesticated animals, goats are very social and enjoy a lot of human contact. Learn how to build a positive relationship with your new herd and upkeep. Learn how to do it with this comprehensive handbook. Whether raising them for pleasure or profit, this guide provides everything you need to know to raise a healthy and happy herd. Illus. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Voyageur. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

2818957 TEMPLE GRANDIN’S GUIDE TO WORKING WITH FARM ANIMALS. Keep your animals safe with Grandin’s groundbreaking insights and methods, now tailored specifically for small farmers. Understand the behaviors, body language, and instincts of cattle, goats, pigs, sheep, and set up the most humane, healthy, and productive systems on your farm with the help of this expert guide. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. Voyageur. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
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the help of a longtime chicken keeper, who offers firsthand insights into everything you need to know to turn your backyard into a happy homestead. Incubating and raising, to housing, and more. This go-to guide provides By G. Damerow & R. Luttmann. This revised and updated edition combines Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

697948X ANIMAL CAMP, REVISED: Reflections on a Decade of Love, Hope, and Veganism at Catskill Animal Sanctuary. By Kahlil Gibran. An abounding love of all animals is the foundation of compassion upon which Catskill Animal Sanctuary is built. The included tales of the rescued animals who inhabit this haven are moving, provocative, and by turns hilarious and heartrending. 16 pages. Color photos. 252 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95.

6968408 CHICKENS IN YOUR BACKYARD: A Beginner’s Guide. By C. Darwen & R. Luttmann. This revised and updated edition combines all the classic techniques with the most up to date information from incubating and raising, to housing, and more. This go-to guide provides everything you need to know to turn your backyard into a happy homestead. Illus. 159 pages. Paper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

6932150 STOREY'S GUIDE TO RAISING RABBITS, FIFTH EDITION. By Bob Bennett. Whether you have just one pet bunny or a rabbit farm, this is the only reference you’ll need. You’ll learn to choose the right rabbit breed, how to maintain a humane hutch; keep your rabbits healthy; mate a buck and doe; wean and house a new litter; and market fiber and meat successfully. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

2826348 RAISING RABBITS FOR MEAT. By Eric & Callene Rapp. Rabbits are one of the most sustainable, nutritious, and economic meat sources available. They can easily be raised in a variety of locations and climates, and require less space and labor than many other species of livestock. This how to guide will help you succeed in starting and running a home rabbitry for meat or income. Illus. 232 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95.

692996 PREPPER’S LIVESTOCK HANDBOOK. By Leigh Tate. This all in one guide teaches sustainable animal husbandry skills that allow you to build and operate your own small-scale ranch anywhere, from a backyard to a bug-out bunker. Packed with tips, techniques and strategies, this handy guide breaks down everything you need to know. Illus. 232 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95.


6910149 THE DROUGHT RESILIENT FARM. By Dale Stricker. Defend and fortify your crops, pastures, and gardens against inadequate rainfall, and even drought! The author shares his advice including installing rain collection tanks, creating swales, and building retention dams. You’ll get more water into your soil, and you’ll protect your plants and livestock access it. Well illus. in Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

6978541 A DOG IN THE CAVE: The Wolves Who Made Us Human. By Kay Frydenborg. Humans and dogs share a deep bond that is unique in the animal kingdom. Combining history, story, paleontology, biology, cutting edge medical science, and photography, Frydenborg paints a picture of how humans and dogs became so closely entwined—and how we co-evolved into the species we are today. 246 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95.


2800144 PROVEN TECHNIQUES FOR KEEPING HEALTHY CHICKENS. By Carmen Bonham. Bawling down chicken-keeping to the basics, Bonham offers advice ranging from how to grow your flock using a broody hen to directions for making a nesting box herb blend that will keep pests at bay. Her approach to chicken-keeping focuses on keeping your hens happy and healthy using natural methods, which she shares here with her readers. Fully illus. in color. 299 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.


2790394 RAISING AND KEEPING DAIRY GoATS NATURALLY, REVISED SECOND EDITION. By Deborah Niemann. This fully revised edition will help readers work with nature to raise dairy goats to produce milk, cheese, meat, fertilizer, leather, fiber, and soap—all without relying on drugs or following the factory farm model. Packed with personal experiences, Niemann brings a wealth of practical potential goat farming tips. 338 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.


2840995 COUNTING SHEEP: Reflections and Observations of a Swedish Shepherd. By Axel Linden. The author captures his observations and thoughts on caring for sheep in short diary entries. This is a meditative and irresistibly delightful work that delves into the small wonders of our world and celebrates pastoral life, demonstrating that it’s often the little things that mean the most. 157 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95.


691165X CHICK DAYS: An Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Raising Chickens from Hatchlings to Laying Hens. By Jenna Wogrinich. Chicken eggs give you tasty, nutritious food every day...who could ask more of a pet? This guide follows the life cycle of new growth of three chickens as they develop, and offers first-hand advice on chicken behavior, breed selection, feeding requirements, housing, hygiene, and more. Fully illus. in color. 205 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95.


9633284 GOATMAN: How I Took a Holiday from Being Human. By Thomas Thwaites. A research grant offers the author the perfect opportunity to take a holiday from being human, by transforming himself into a goat. What ensues is a hilarious and surreal journey through engineering, design and psychology, before setting out to meet a herd of goats and to cross the Alps on four legs. Illus. color. 207 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

6903525 WILD FAMILY: Seven Stories of Extraordinary Animal Friendship. By Bhagavan Doerr Antle with J.M. Greene. This volume reminds us that animals aren’t just for humans. When the struggles of living in the wild are removed, all kinds of animals can become best buds. This collection of extraordinary stories and amazing photographs chronicles seven such interspecies friendships. 64 pages. Earth Aware. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

6905021 WILD BABIES: Photographs of Baby Animals from Giraffes to Hummingbirds. By Traci Scott. With more than 30 baby animal portraits, Scott provides a glimpse into the rarely seen world of newborn animals. Paired with informative captions, these photos highlight the formative moments of these infants during their first few weeks as they explore their nests, dens, and burrows. 136 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

7280904 BEARS I HAVE KNOWN. By Bob Murphy. Relates over 20 years worth of first-hand stories and experiences with bears in Yellowstone and Denali National Parks. Murphy takes us to the days when thousands of tourists watched hundreds of bears at official bear-feeding stations, and the times when troublesome “campground bears” had to be trapped by lone ranger in the nights. 112 pages. Riverstone Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

6742165 INSECTS: Peterson Field Guides. By D.J. Borror & R.E. White. Covers 579 families of insects and includes descriptions of other arthropods, providing identification keys and notes on habitats, with introductory chapters on insect structure, growth and development, and developing and maintaining a collection. Well illus., many in color. 404 pages. H.M. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

6856926 SMITHSONIAN WILDLIFE OF THE WORLD. By Don E. Wilson et al. This spectacular celebration of wildlife takes you on a virtual safari through some of the most extraordinary habitats of the world, revealing the incredible range of animals that live there. Stunning photography and vastly detailed profiles bring you face to face with more than 400 species, arranged by animal group. 480 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $34.95

6884237 CHICKENS. By Ernest Goh. From the proud Serama of Malaysia to the delightfully humorous Silkie, first described a herd of hens, to these award-winning portraits convey not only the beauty and diversity of chickens, but also the personality of each bird—a quality that the author has come to value. Abrams. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

6877052 KENTUCKY WILDLIFE ENCyclopedia: An Illustrated Guide to Birds, Fish, Mammals, Reptiles, and Amphibians. By Scott Shupe. A comprehensive guide to all the wildlife that resides in the Bluegrass State and more than 800 color photographs of mammals, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and fish, with more than 600 range maps to show their territory. Also features basic statistics about the biology of each animal. 240 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

6939058 INSIDE ANIMAL HEARTS AND MINDS. By Belinda Recio. Showcases fascinating and heartwarming examples of animal emotion and cognition that will foster wonder and empathy. In a world where a growing body of scientific research is closing the gap between the human and nonhuman, this volume invites us to change the way we view animals, the world, and our place in it.

6809391 LAIKA’S WINDOW: The Legacy of a Soviet Space Dog. By Kurt Caswell. Laika began her journey as a stray dog on the streets of Moscow, but died in 1957 aboard the Soviet satellite Sputnik II. This study positions Laika—one of the first animals in space and the first to orbit the Earth—as a long overdue hero for providing the gateway to human space exploration. 242 pages. Trinity UP. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

2801128 PIGS OF PARADISE: The Story of the World-Famous Swimming Pigs. By T.R. Todd. An unlikely story of humble beginnings and a swift rise to stardom. With interviews from historians, world-renowned ecologists, famous pig owners, and boat captains, this fascinating story thoughtfully considers what this phenomenon reveals not only about these animals, but also about us as human beings. Color photos. 162 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

2791269 WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE A DOG: And Other Adventures in Animal Neurosciences. By Gregory Berns. Takes the reader into the minds of wild animals: sea lions who can learn to dance, dolphins who can see with sound, and even the now-extinct Tasmanian tiger. Berns’ latest scientific breakthroughs prove definitively that animals have feelings very much like we do, making this a twenty-first century manifesto for animal liberation. Illus. 301 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

6626289 SERVICE TAILS: More Stories of Man’s Best Hero. By Ace Collins. A collie that began life as a mobility animal and grew into a woman’s guide dog through Accelerer’s disease. A big job that led a blind woman through college, courtship, and marriage, a golden retriever mix that opened the door to different for a child; these stories are remarkable snapshots of the value of teamwork and imagination as well as devotion to duty and unconditional love and acceptance. 224 pages. Abingdon. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

6727700 VENOM: The Secrets of Nature’s Deadliest Weapon. By R. Jenner & E. Undheim. Explores the biology and evolution of this ultimate natural weapon, as well as its astonishing adaptive value and the incredible array of species that rely on it for predation, defense, competition, and even communication. Also covers the ecological roles of these species, and their unexpected benefits to humans. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Smithsonin Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

6728995 MOOSE: Crowned Giant of the Northern Wilderness. By Mark Raycroft. This beautifully illustrated volume celebrates this magnificent and elusive forest giant with exquisite photographs by the famed wilderness photographer. Despite their physical grandeur, moose face challenges from encroaching human activity and a warming climate, and Raycroft offers advice on conservation for those interested. 160 pages. Firefly. 9x10. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

661484X THE T RYANNOSAUR CHRON IQUES: The Biology of the Tyrant Dinosaurs. By David Hone. Tyrannosaurs started small, but evolved into the giant carnivorous bone-crushers that continue to inspire awe and fascination in scientists, writers, and the general public. In their biology, Hone explains the science behind the research and explores how they came to be the dominant predators of the Mesozoic, and one of the first signs of our species. Color photos. 304 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00 $11.95

6731651 DINOSAURUS, SECOND EDITION: The Complete Guide to Dinosaurs. By Steve Parker. The ultimate field guide to dinosaurs, brought up to date more than a decade after its original publication. Gorgeously illustrated profiles identify dinosaur species creature by creature, and give you an idea of what they ate, how they lived and fought, and where they lived and died. 320 pages. Firefly, 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

6729088 PLANET DINOSAUR: The Next Generation of Killer Giants. By Cavan Snett. Provides a new global perspective on dinosaurs, revealing species that lived at the same time on different continents and how the Earth looked in each time period. It also describes their physical characteristics and behavior during each period. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Firefly, 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95
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★ 6825061 THE EMOTIONAL LIVES OF ANIMALS. By Marc Bekoff. 214 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $11.95
★ 6741932 WILDLIFE SPECTACLES: Mass Migrations, Mating Rituals, and Other Fascinating Animal Behaviors. By Vladimir Dinets. Well illustrated. At $18.95 $29.95
★ 6719767 GOLDEN WINGS & HAIRY TOES. By Todd McLeish. Illus. 242 pages. UPNE. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $25.95
★ 5881889 THE LITTLE BOOK OF HUGS. By David & Heidi Cuscheri. Blue Angel. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95
★ 6728290 UNFORGETTABLE BEHAVIOR. By Rosamund Kidman Cox. 128 pages. Firefly. 10½x10¼. At $29.95 $23.95
★ 6683608 WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE A DOG: And Other Adventures in Animal Neuroscience. By Gregory Berns. Illus. Basic. Pub. at $28.00 $13.95
★ 6906834 GOOD BIRDS STILL DON’T WEAR WHITE. Ed. by L.A. White & J.A. Gordon. From the Pantheon Special Interest Central Park, New York City, a rainforest in Panama to suburban backyards, avid North American birders share wit, wisdom, advice, and what fuels their passion for birds in this lively volume. Illus. 269 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95
★ 6933556 DOG DAYS: RAVEN NIGHTS. By John M. & Colleen Marzluff. In this gripping memoir, husband and wife biologists recall their days as young field scientists in the Maine woods, studying the Common Raven, training sled dogs, and exploring the lies of marriage and friendship. 325 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95
★ 6824644 BIRD MUG SHOTS. By Earl Orf with V. Cunningham. One hundred of North America’s “Most Wanted” birds are highlighted in full color in this groundbreaking guide. Cunningham’s natural history text will keep you flipping pages for more and Orf’s bird mug shots are not only hilarious, but they are also helpful—revealing a whole new side to these birds. 110 pages. Stone Ridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95
★ 6630596 THE PUFFIN. By M.P. Harris & S. Wansett. Based on persistent study by seabird scientists and New Research Method, tools and technology, this volume is the definitive work on these popular birds, and reveals in detail the puffin’s lifestyle, behavior, ecology, population dynamics, and future prospects. Well illus., many in color. 256 pages. Yale. Pub. at $85.00 $7.95
★ 2734939 CROWS, 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: Encounters with the Wise Guys of the Avian World. By Candace Savage. A lavish celebration as well as an insightful guide to crows, behavior combines ornithological findings with first-person stories, poetry and wonderful imagery. Illus. 130 pages. Greystone. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95
★ 669077X THE SEABIRD’S CRY: The Lives and Rituals, and Other Fascinating Animal Behaviors. By R. M. & Colleen Stensaas. Takes you on a journey into the world of winter finches, like taking a walk in the woods with a naturalist. This informative little guide is packed full of color photographs making it the definitive guide to winter finches, and a complete state bird checklist. 376 pages. Scott & Nix. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95
★ 2790629 WINTER FINCHES & FRIENDS OF NORTH AMERICA: A Naturalist’s Handbook. By Sparky Stensaas. Takes you on a journey into the world of winter finches, like taking a walk in the woods with a naturalist. This informative little guide is packed full of color photographs making it the definitive guide to winter finches, and a complete state bird checklist. 376 pages. Scott & Nix. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95
★ 5282194 FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF ILLINOIS: American Birding Association, By Michael L. Petter. A comprehensive and up to date photographic guide devoted to the birds of Illinois. Includes a clear and concise identification and habitat guide, population dynamics, and future prospects. Well illustrated, many in color. 286 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $21.00 $7.95
★ 5870100 POULTRY BREEDS. By Carol Ekusan. Profiles 104 chickens, duck, geese, and turkey, highlighting each breed’s history, physical characteristics, and common uses. Little-known details are featured throughout, as well as lots of stunning color photographs. Fully illus. 323 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $10.95
★ 2615194 WEAR WHITE. By John M. & Colleen Marzluff. Takes you on a journey into the world of winter finches, like taking a walk in the woods with a naturalist. This informative little guide is packed full of color photographs making it the definitive guide to winter finches, and a complete state bird checklist. 376 pages. Scott & Nix. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95
★ 2811919 OREGON BIRDS: DVD Excellence. From the Pantheon Special Interest Central Park, New York City, a rainforest in Panama to suburban backyards, avid North American birders share wit, wisdom, advice, and what fuels their passion for birds in this lively volume. Illus. 269 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95
★ 6660713 FRIENDS OF NORTH AMERICA: A Naturalist’s Handbook. By Sparky Stensaas. Takes you on a journey into the world of winter finches, like taking a walk in the woods with a naturalist. This informative little guide is packed full of color photographs making it the definitive guide to winter finches, and a complete state bird checklist. 376 pages. Scott & Nix. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95
★ 68313X WOODPECKERS OF THE WORLD: A Photographic Guide. By Gerard Gorman. Covers all 549 species of woodpeckers. This concise text looks at identification, vocalization, habitat, range, food and feeding. It is complemented by up-to-date range maps and more than 750 color photographs making it the definitive guide to woodpeckers. Includes 528 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $49.95 $19.95
★ 2811919 THE SEABIRD’S CRY: The Lives and Loves of the Planet’s Great Ocean Voyagers. By Adam Nicolson. In ten chapters, each dedicated to a different bird, Nicolson travels ocean pathways, using traditional knowledge and the astonishing facts science has recently learned about these creatures. As the only creatures at home on land, at sea, and in the air, seabirds have evolved to thrive in the most demanding environment on Earth. Illus. 400 pages. Holt. Pub. at $32.00 $9.95

Birds & Birding

2869919 WARBLERS AND OTHER SONGBIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA: A Life-Size Guide to Every Species. By Paul Sterry. Features beautiful color photographs, with at least one life-size image of every bird and each different plumage. Includes a complete guide to every warbler, along with all the other songbirds of North America, species profiles; distribution map; and information about behavior, plumage, and habitat. 352 pages. HarperDesign. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95
★ 6930255 PENGUINS AND OTHER SEABIRDS. By Nathan Pieplow. Identifying birds by sound is arguably the most challenging and important skill in birding. At the core of this guide is the spectrogram, a visual graph of sound. With a brief introduction to five key aspects—speed, range, pauses, pitch pattern, and tone quality—readers can translate what they hear into visual impressions, and then analyze the meaning behind each sound. Well illus. 128 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95
★ 5870100 POULTRY BREEDS. By Carol Ekusan. Profiles 104 chickens, duck, geese, and turkey, highlighting each breed’s history, physical characteristics, and common uses. Little-known details are featured throughout, as well as lots of stunning color photographs. Fully illus. 323 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $10.95
★ 2615194 WEAR WHITE. By John M. & Colleen Marzluff. Takes you on a journey into the world of winter finches, like taking a walk in the woods with a naturalist. This informative little guide is packed full of color photographs making it the definitive guide to winter finches, and a complete state bird checklist. 376 pages. Scott & Nix. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95
★ 2811919 OREGON BIRDS: DVD Excellence. From the Pantheon Special Interest Central Park, New York City, a rainforest in Panama to suburban backyards, avid North American birders share wit, wisdom, advice, and what fuels their passion for birds in this lively volume. Illus. 269 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

DVD

6719147 OREGON BIRDS: DVD Excellence. Explore the 14 different groups of birds that nest and live in Oregon, even if only for a while each year, from the rough waters of the coast to the rippling grass prairies of the eastern desert. Includes eagles, hawks, owls, ducks, cranes, gulls, sandpipers and more. 130 minutes. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95
★ 6888037 THE RAREST BIRD IN THE WORLD. By Vernon R.L. Head. An avid birdwatcher regales us with his thrilling quest to find the elusive New Zealand Kaka, the rarest bird in the world. “Part detective story, part love affair, part adventure storytelling at its best, his enchanting tale connects us with nature and the excitement of exploration.” 243 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

** See more titles at erhbc.com/673
6556332 WILD GEESE. By M.A. Ogilvie. Covering geese across the globe, this classic guide highlights the distribution, status, and migration of these majestic birds. Fully complemented by migration and distribution maps. Includes chapters on classification, ecology, breeding, identification, and conservation. Published in some color. 359 pages. Buteo. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95 ★

6964222 THE OWL BOOK. By Jane Russ. Join the author as she explores the many different faces of this most intriguing of Britain’s birds. Packed with stunning photography, interesting facts, and even a new illustrated story from acclaimed writer and artist Jackie Morris. 60 pages. Graffeg. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95 ★

6561845 THE ENIGMA OF THE OWL: An Illustrated Natural History. By M. Unwin & D. Tipling. This lavishly illustrated volume celebrates owls from every corner of the world and offers abundant details on fifty-three of the most striking and interesting species; from the tiny Elf Owl of southwestern American deserts to the formidable Blakiston’s Fish Owl, the largest of all owls. 286 pages. Yale. $24.95 ★

691014 THE EMPIRE OF THE EAGLE: An Illustrated Natural History. By M. Unwin & D. Tipling. Featuring chapters organized by habitat, and stunning color photographs, this volume investigates the fascinating and unique adaptations of each eagle species, as well as the significance of eagles in world cultures and the threats they face from humans. This celebration of the eagle will dazzle both eye and imagination. 288 pages. Yale. $29.95 ★

826216 FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF NEW YORK: American Birding Association. By Corey Finger. A comprehensive and up-to-date photographic guide devoted to the birds of New York. Includes a clear and concise identification and habitat text, tips on when and where to see each species, a detailed essay on the best birding sites, and a complete state bird checklist. 346 pages. Scott & Nix. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95 ★

8890784 2ND ATLAS OF THE BREEDING BIRDS OF MARYLAND AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Ed. by Walter G. Ellison. An invaluable reference for ornithologists, conservationists, and land use planners, that provides detailed coverage of the habitats, biology, and relative abundance of mid-Atlantic nesting birds. Up-to-date maps reflect changes in their breeding ranges and distributions over the past two decades. 494 pages. Johns Hopkins. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $80.00 $14.95 ★

6710972 BIRDS: The Art of Ornithology. By Jonathan Elphick. This beautiful box set will amaze anyone interested in birds, natural history and art. With fascinating details of the lives of both drawings and paintings, the volume vividly reveals the remarkable story of the development of bird art through the centuries. Accompanied by 56 stunning frameable prints. 224 pages. Skira/Rizzoli. 10¾x14. Pub. at $45.00 $26.95 ★

6879502 REMARKABLE WOODPECKERS: Incredible Images and Characteristics. By Stan Tekiela. Striking photographs demonstrate why these backyard visitors are so beloved. Compelling text, drawn from detailed research, create an insightful and alluring read that’s sure to captivate bird lovers and nature enthusiasts alike. Heads and small blocks of information. Illustrated. Paulsen. 114 pages. Quill/Standish. Pub. at $29.95 $11.95 ★

6877435 CAPTIVATING BLUEBIRDS: Exceptional Images and Observations. By Stan Tekiela. Remarkable photographs, compelling information from detailed research, and Tekiela’s observations in nature contribute to this must-read for bluebird enthusiasts and nature lovers alike. 144 pages. Arctic. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95 ★

5884403 OWLS: A Guide to Every Species in the World. By Marianne Taylor. The comprehensive guide to all 225 recognized species in the world. Each species is depicted in life with profiles covering the owls’ size, appearance, song, nesting habits, habitat, and unusual behaviors. Over 200 full-color photos bring out the spectacular beauty of these birds of prey. 256 pages. HarperDesign. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95 ★

2816229 OWLS. By Marianne Taylor. In this deeply informed, lavishly illustrated and wonderfully engaging volume, Taylor and a team of award-winning nature photographers bring together spectacular images with the most current scientific knowledge to reveal in remarkable detail the fascinating and mysterious world of owls. 224 pages. Comet. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 ★

2875896 PETERSON REFERENCE GUIDE TO WOODPECKERS OF NORTH AMERICA. By Stephen A. Shunk. Comprehensive guide to the natural history, ecology, and conservation of North America’s forty-seven woodpecker species. Meticulously researched and illustrated with the work of 70 different nature photographers and artists, it’s an authoritative reference for fans of this unique and majestic bird variety. 256 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $55.00 $26.95 ★

2850516 THE BARNACLE GOOSE. By Jeffrey M. Black. This guide gets its name from the medieval myth that it hatched from barnacles. Representing the culmination of 35 years of Barnacle Goose research, this is the story of one of Europe’s most celebrated long-term behavioral studies, detailing the lives of these social and sociable birds. Color photos. 288 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $85.00 $14.95 ★

2820579 FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF PENNSYLVANIA: American Birding Association. By George L. Armitstead. The most comprehensive and up-to-date photographic guide devoted to the birds of Pennsylvania that includes 415 full-color photographs featuring 392 species in natural habitats; clear and concise introduction, identification, habitat, and birdsong text; and tips on when and where to see species. 128 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95 ★

LIMITED QUANTITY 5501022 THE WALL OF BIRDS: One Planet, 243 Families, 375 Million Years. By Jane Kim with T. Walker. Tells the story of birds’ remarkable 375 million year evolution, and is full of lush photographs of gorgeous wildlife birds painted in vivid detail. Explore these amazing creatures family by family and continent by continent, following the beautifully crafted narratives. 224 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95 ★

2862024 BIRDS OF PREY OF THE EAST: A Field Guide. By Brian K. Wheeler. Lavishly illustrated with stunning, life-like photographs, this guide for birders new and old provides an excellent overview of the varied adaptations of these fierce raptors and their remarkable behaviour. 184 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95 ★

See more titles at erhbc.com/673


**5987903 THE JOY OF BIRD FEEDING.** By Jim Carpenter. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Firefly. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $8.95


**6800386 FASTEST THINGS ON WINGS: Rescuing Hummingbirds in Hollywood.** By Terry Masear. Color photos, 306 pages. HMH. Pub. at $25.00. $3.95

**6944140 WOODPECKERS OF NORTH AMERICA.** By Frances Backhouse. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Firefly. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $8.95


**6044221 BRITISH BIRD SOUNDS ON CD.** British Library. Pub. at $22.95. $7.95

**5650233 COLLINS LIFE-SIZE BIRDS: The Only Guide to Show British Birds at Their Actual Size.** Text by R. Reed & P. Stenny. 448 pages. William Collins. 9x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

**6607076 THE EVERYDAY GUIDE TO BRITISH BIRDS.** By Charlie Elderm. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**6722948 BIRDMANIA: A Remarkable Passion for Birds.** By Bernd Brunner. Well illus. in color. 292 pages. Greystone. Pub. at $34.95. $13.95

**6907121 PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF NORTHERN CENTRAL AMERICA: Belize, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, by J. Fagan & O. Komar. Fully illus. in color. 438 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. $6.95


**6128663 NORTH ON THE WING: Travels with the Songbird Migration of Spring.** By Bruce M. Beehler. Illus. 246 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $13.95

**6566014 GREENSHANKS.** By Desmond & Maimie Nethersole-Thompson. Illus., some color. 275 pages. Buteo. Pub. at $27.75. $11.95


**5797411 REMARKABLE BIRDS.** By Mark Avery. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95


**6004428 EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO ACE SCIENCE IN ONE BIG FAT NOTEBOOK.** Ed. by N. Le Du & J. Krasner. If you’re not loving your textbook and you’re not great at taking notes in class, this notebook will help. It hits all the major points of middle school science. Vocabulary words are highlighted in yellow, definitions in green, and important people, places, dates, and terms are written in blue ink. Ages 11-14. Fully illus. in color. 518 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**2839881 AWESOME ASTRONOMY.** By Raman Prinja. Discover how you can study the night sky and learn about its billions of stars and galaxies. Bursting with amazing images, fascinating facts, and cool cartoons, this is a great resource guide for all budding astronomers who want to understand the universe. Ages 8-12. 48 pages. QEB Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $8/¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

**2837919 STAR FINDER! A Step-by-Step Guide to the Night Sky.** By Ian Ridpath. With four paths across the sky, this guide gradually builds up your knowledge of more than 20 northern hemisphere constellations. A glow-in-the-dark night-sky viewer and practice pages for each chapter provide the perfect support for every budding astronomer. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $7.95

**693209 HOW TO BE GOOD AT SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING.** By Robert Dinwiddie et al. Step by step explanations and colorful graphics make understanding science, technology, and engineering as easy as ABC. Just follow the numbered steps to learn about everything from atoms and DNA to jet engines and vaccines. Ages 9-12. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**2853299 THE AMAZING BOOK OF SCIENCE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.** By Thomas Canavan. Why does popcorn pop? What makes you hiccup? Why do ice cubes float? The answers to these and many other interesting and fascinating questions about the world of science can be found in this fact-packed volume. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8/¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

**5909709 SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS TO BLOW YOUR MIND.** By Thomas Canavan. Turn vinegar rockers to tabletop catapults, or modify muffin pans to bouncing eggs, these brilliant experiments will have your jaw hitting the floor! Easy-to-follow instructions and clear, step-by-step photographs and diagrams help young scientists to create amazing effects. Ages 8-12. 126 pages. Arcturus. 8/¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

**6956661 THE WHAT ON EARTH? WALLBOOK TIMELINE OF NATURE.** By C. Lloyd & P. Skippworth. Explore life on Earth with this six-foot fold-out timeline and witness the emergence of multicellular life, the reign of the dinosaurs, and more. Includes an easy-to-read chronicle that reports on more than forty monumental events, the timeline itself, a pocket stamper, a calendar, and a fifty question trivia quiz. Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. What On Earth. 10¼x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $6.95

**6956300 LIVES OF THE SCIENTISTS: Experiments, Explosions (and What the Neighbors Thought).** By Kathleen Krull, illus. by K. Hewitt. This entertaining volume takes the young reader through the centuries and across the globe, profiling the fascinating men and women whose curiosity has transformed our understanding of our world. Ages 10-12. Well illus. in color, 96 pages. Harcourt. 8/¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.99. $6.95

**2800160 STEM STARTERS FOR KIDS SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS AT HOME.** By Susan Martineau, illus. by V. Barker. Explore the science in everyday life with these simple experiments you can do around the home. From the kitchen to the bathroom, via the garden or the park, discover the science around you! Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. Racehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95


**2817705 THE BOOK OF INGENIOUSLY DARING CHEMISTRY: 24 Experiments for Young Scientists.** By Sean Connolly. These 24 eye-opening experiments take young readers on an interactive journey through the periodic table of elements. Matter really matters, and now you'll understand why! Ages 9 & up. 242 pages. Workman. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95


**2849829 THE EVERYTHING KIDS’ SCRATCH CODING BOOK.** By Jason Rukman. Calling all creative young gamers! With this guide, you can create your very own game. Scratch coding is a fun way to learn coding skills and build a creative world—what will you walk you through everything? Ages 12 & up. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95

**2845195 THE MASON JAR SCIENTIST: 30 Jarring Steam-Based Projects.** By Brenda D. Friddy. The perfect way for you and your kids to have fun while learning important and fascinating scientific lessons, this guide offers experiments that can be done with a mason jar, some household ingredients, and a desire to learn! Aged 7-11. Fully illus. in color, 12½x9½. Racehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95
More Works on Nature


**6689467** THE CABARET OF PLANTS: Forty Thousand Years of Plant Life and the Human Imagination. By Richard Mabey. The renowned naturalist and science writer presents a sweeping, and wonderfully readable work of botanical history, exploring dozens of plant species that for millennia have challenged our imagination, broken our wonder, and upended our ideas about history, science, beauty, and belief. Illus. in color. 374 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

**6777481** THE ULTIMATE HIKER’S GEAR GUIDE. By Andrew Skurka. A supreme long-distance hiker shares his hard-earned knowledge in an essential guide to building a reliable gear and skills. He details exactly what you need to carry—both on your back and between your ears—for all seasons and circumstances. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**698833X** MODERN HAND TO HAND COMBAT: Ancient Samurai Techniques on the Battlefield and in the Street. By Hakim Ibadullah. A brand-new program portrays an ancient wilderness: a warriorculture of life and death, where governmental infrastructure leads to social upheaval and chaos. Gives both the trained and untrained prepper valuable information needed to have any chance of survival in a world where organized governmental assistance may not be available. Photos. 198 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

**6987805** HOW TO SURVIVE THE END OF THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT. By James Wesley Rawles. The definitive guide on how to prepare for any crisis, from global financial collapse to a pandemic. Discusses such topics as Water, Food Storage, Fuel and Home Power, Medical Supplies, Communications, Home Security, and much more. 316 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95


**6936296** THE DISASTER PREPARENESS HANDBOOK, 2ND EDITION: A Guide for Families. By Arthur T. Bradley. The world can turn deadly at any moment—onerio can be completely safe. But a disaster guide can help you prepare for the worst. The practical disaster preparedness plan that covers all fourteen basic human needs. From first aid to sheltering your family in case of an emergency, it’s all here. Color photos. 536 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**6955851** HOW TO SURVIVE THE END OF THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT. By James Wesley Rawles. The definitive guide on how to prepare for any crisis, from global financial collapse to a pandemic. Discusses such topics as Water, Food Storage, Fuel and Home Power, Medical Supplies, Communications, Home Security, and much more. 316 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

**2867680** COAL, REVISED EDITION: A Human History. By Barbara Freese. In this remarkable study, Freese takes us on a rich historical journey that begins hundreds of years ago and spans the globe. Prize as “the best stone in Britain” by Roman invaders who carved jewelry out of it, coal has transformed societies, launched empires, and expanded frontiers. English SDH. Four episodes. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

**6936822** U.S. ARMY GUIDE TO MAP READING AND NAVIGATION. By Department of the Army. Begins with a comprehensive explanation of the meaning and uses of maps, whether photographic, plangiometric (standard-style), or topographic, then proceeds to the use of these maps, discussing compass techniques, celestial navigation, and determination of distance. Illus. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**6967092** THE WASP THAT BRAINWASHED THE CATERPILLAR: Evolution’s Most Unbelievable Solutions to Life’s Biggest Problems. By Matt Simon. A fascinating exploration of one of the awe-inspiring, weird and unsettling ingenuity of evolution. Science writer Matt Simon introduces you to the creatures that have figured it out, the ones that joust with their mustardaches or choke sharks to death with snot, all in a wild struggle to survive, and, of course, find that special someone. Well illus. 260 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

**2678381** VICTORIA FALLS: NATURE. Take a visual journey into natural wonders that must be seen to be appreciated. Victoria Falls span the border between Zambia and Zimbabwe. Over a mile wide, no other waterfall in the world can match its scale, and it includes a bonus program. Drakensberg: Barrier of Spears. 110 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

**2852071** LOOK BIG: And Other Tips for Surviving Animal Encounters of All Kinds. By Rachel Levin. Outlines how to avoid interactions with fifty of the most feared wild animals, from bears, bison, mountain lions, and mice to turkeys, ticks, rats, and raccoons. Packed with humorous, expert, and fascinating facts. Illus. in color. 142 pages. Ten Speed. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**6936296** THE DISASTER PREPARENESS HANDBOOK, 2ND EDITION: A Guide for Families. By Arthur T. Bradley. The world can turn deadly at any moment—one rio can be completely safe. But a disaster guide can help you prepare for the worst. The practical disaster preparedness plan that covers all fourteen basic human needs. From first aid to sheltering your family in case of an emergency, it’s all here. Color photos. 536 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**2815974** THE EYE OF THE SANDPIPER: Stories from the Living World. By Brandon Keim. Pairs cutting-edge science with a deep love of nature, Keim’s insights into what is both accessible and beautiful. Reporting from the frontiers of science while celebrating the natural world’s wonders, he poses new questions about our relationship with the rest of life on Earth. 251 pages. Cornell. Paperbound. $16.95

**690291X** A LAST WILD PLACE. By Mike Tomkies. A celebration of nature at its most rugged and spectacular in all Britain, Tomkies reveals through his quest our urgent need to become re-tuned to nature. By rhythms it mankind is being a measure of health and sanity in a world bent on self-destruction. Originally published in 1984. 24 pages of color photos. 177 pages. Whittles. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95
More Works on Nature

**695749** SURVIVE LIKE A SPY: Real CIA Operatives Reveal How They Stay Safe in a Dangerous World and How You Can Too. By Jason Hanson. Takes the reader inside the world of espionage, revealing true stories and expert tactics from real agents engaged in life threatening missions around the world. With real life spy drama that reads like a novel, combined with real world practical techniques, this guide will keep you safe whether you need it most. 241 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**6604390** SPY SECRETS THAT CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE. By Jason Hanson. A former CIA officer (and Shark Tank star) reveals the safety and survival techniques you need to protect you and your family protected, both at home and abroad. Learn how to become a human lie detector; disappear without a trace; quickly pick almost any lock; and much more. 254 pages. Perigee. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

**6899013** OHIO WILDLIFE ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Scott Shupe. The author has collected information on all the wildlife that reside in the Buckeye State. Included are more than eight hundred color photographs depicting different species of mammals, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and fish. This comprehensive guide will teach you about the wonderful wildlife of Ohio. 217 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**2817659** THE SCOUTING GUIDE TO SURVIVAL. By J. Wayne Fears. Provides time-tested advice on emergency preparedness including: how to build a fire, how to purify water, how to signal for help, practical navigation skills; how to build simple shelters; and much more. Cover has metal corners. Well illus. in color. 155 pages. SkyhorsePaperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6853585** CENOZOIC FOSSILS II: The Neogene. By Bruce L. Stinchcomb. Takes you on a journey back to a world of tropical climates that then plunges into an Ice Age, covering the Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene Epochs, and a dazzling array of fossils in the process. Explore the dawn of the world we know with this guide. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schlifer. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

**5827937** GEMSTONES OF THE WORLD, REVISED FIFTH EDITION. By Walter Schumann. This definitive guide takes the mystery out of buying, and selling gemstones. It covers everything from the romance and history of more than 1,800 gemstones to their geographic locations, scientific, physical, and color properties, and the ways they are formed, cut, and mined. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

**2845121** OUTDOOR LIFE ULTIMATE SURVIVAL HACKS. By Tim MacWelch. This best-selling author offers ingenious tips, tricks, and hacks that can keep you alive, warm, fed, and hydrated whether you’re riding out a hurricane at home, lost in the wilderness, or digging in for the long haul. Cover has metal corners. Fully illus. in color. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

**6813437** OUTDOOR LIFE HOW TO SURVIVE OFF THE GRID. With Tim MacWelch. Filled with hundreds of practical hands-on tips for totally off-the-grid living—or if you’re not quite ready to leave civilization yet, but want to head out into a sustainable haven. Separated into three advice-packed sections: Get There; Live There; and Survive There. Well illus. in color. 215 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6982190** OUTDOOR LIFE THE ULTIMATE WINTER SURVIVAL HANDBOOK. With Tim MacWelch. Whether you’re facing another polar vortex or you’re lost in the wintry wilderness, MacWelch explains how to handle it all, with practical advice and step by step instructions. No matter how cold it gets out there, this guide—and its 1,57 tips and tricks—can get you through and warm you up. Photos. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.50


**6705693** AERIAL GEOLOGY: A High-Altitude Tour of North America’s Spectacular Volcanoes, Canyons, Lakes, Craters, and Peaks. By Mary Caperton Morton. Provides a stunningly photographed, continent-wide perspective of North America’s 100 most remarkable landforms, from theeyerolling Aleutian Islands of Alaska to the migrating Baja California Peninsula, to the perfectly round crater blasted by a meteorite in eastern Canada. 303 pages. Timber. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6857957** BRILLIANCE AND FIRE: A Biography of Diamonds. By Rachelle Bergstein. Whether in the ballrooms of New York City at the end of the nineteenth century or on the red carpets of today, diamonds have retained their coveted status throughout history. Bergstein offers a glittering history of the stone’s most coveted gemology, its greatest champions and most colorful enthusiasts. 16 pages of illus., most in color. 375 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $8.95


**2802961** OUTDOOR LIFE THE EMERGENCY SURVIVAL MANUAL. Joseph Wood and Caperton Morton. Takes you to the edge of survival, deep in the backcountry with a child, a flooded basement, a medical crisis, an armed intruder, a deadly hurricane, or any of a number of other emergency situations, this guide is packed with the tools and skills you need to prepare for the worst, and perform your best. Cover has metal corners. Fully illus. in color. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $9.95

**2789418** HOW TO STAY ALIVE: The Ultimate Survival Guide for Any Situation. By Bear Grylls. Opening with the most essential survival skills and then moving on to more advanced situations, Grylls hosts the NBC reality series Running Wild with Bear Grylls, reveals to readers his full toolkit of survival tactics. You’ll learn how to survive in a lief raft, land a helicopter in an emergency, and numerous other lifesaving tips. Illus. 448 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**6939619** ULTIMATE WILDERNESS SURVIVAL: Gear You Need to Know About: Choose & Use the Best Outdoor Equipment. By Craig Cauldill. Takes you to the cutting edge of outdoor gear and reveals which items will perform the best in the field without breaking the bank. Learn what you need, why you need it and how to care for it. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**6742254** ROCKS AND MINERALS, FIFTH EDITION: Peterson Field Guides. By Frederick H. Pough. Definitive guide to rocks and minerals, with hundreds of minerals described, with details on their geographic distribution, physical properties, chemical composition, and crystalline structure. Well illus. in color. 396 pages. H.M. Paperword. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95


**696287X** EXTREME UNARMED COMBAT: SAS and Elite Forces Guide. By Martin J. Dougherty. With more than 120 illustrations of combat scenarios, punches, blocks, and ducks, and with expert easy to follow text, this edition guides you through everything you need to know about what to do when you can’t escape trouble. 309 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**6917046** TIDES: The Science and Spirit of the Ocean. By Jonathan White. Takes readers on a journey to discover the science and wonder of the world’s largest, most dangerous and breathtaking waters. Combining lyrical travel adventure and cultural history with scientific inquiry, White provides a deep understanding of the forces that keep the earth’s waters in constant motion. Illus., some in color. 336 pages. Trinity UP. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95